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Introduction
“Pressing Seams” is a collection of poems based on the experiences of Old Colony Mennonites
living in settlements near Seminole, Texas, and Cuauhtémoc, Chihuahua, as well as on the experiences
of marginalized individuals and groups living in the El Paso/Juárez region. The juxtaposition of the
experiences of these individuals and communities within the geographic location of the United StatesMexico border creates a third space that is, as defined by Gloria Anzaldúa, “both geographical and
metaphorical” where these poems seek to intersect and interact in dynamic ways that challenge the
dominant socio-political and religious discourses and ideology that govern these communities (Anzaldúa
184). The intersection of these experiences within this third space allows for individuals and groups to
press against external and internal power structures and to press against one another, which in turn
creates more third spaces. This critical preface establishes the manuscript’s roots in oral history and
ethnography, contextualizes the theory, poetics, and form that creates and navigates the third spaces
where the power dynamics of dominant discourses are destabilized, and explores the ethics, functions,
and possibilities of the imagination and the creation of imaginal space in poetry that is inspired by actual
events.
Origins, Convergence and Ethnographic Impulse
Seminole, Texas, where I grew up, lies at the intersection of US highway 62-180 and US
Highway 385 thirty miles from the New Mexico border. Lubbock and Amarillo lie to the North. Abilene
and Dallas lie to the East. El Paso lies to the West. Midland/Odessa lies to the South. Midland,
childhood home of former president George W. Bush, is so named because of its location mid-way
between Dallas and El Paso. Not typically seen as a destination where a person arrives, Seminole,
population 6,450, is instead viewed as a place between places.
In addition to being a place of geographical intersection, Seminole, perhaps surprisingly given its
location within the oil fields and farms of West Texas, is a place of linguistic and cultural convergence.
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It is not uncommon to hear the buzz of three languages while shopping at the Wal-Mart near the edge of
town or listening to the local radio station KIKZ AM 1250. Mexican-Americans, many of whom have
their roots in the border towns of Presidio/Ojinaga in the Big Bend region, comprise about forty percent
of Seminole’s population. Of those who do not identify as Hispanic or Latino, approximately half are
Plautdietsch (Low-German) speaking ethnic Mennonites who immigrated to Seminole from the
Cuauhtémoc, Chihuahua area in 1977 (Krahn par. 10).
Originally part of the larger Anabaptist movement and led by former Roman Catholic priest
Menno Simons during the Protestant Reformation, Old Colony Mennonites emerged as a distinct ethnic
and religious group in the late 1700s as the result of religious persecution (and internal) disagreements
that caused earlier communities of Mennonites to split geographically. The Mennonites better known
within American culture immigrated to North America during the colonial period, many at the invitation
of William Penn, while the Mennonites who would later become known as Old Colony Mennonites
immigrated to Russia (present day Ukraine) at the invitation of Catherine the Great. Over the past four
hundred years, religious persecution and disagreements with governments concerning mandatory
military conscription and autonomy in education have caused communities of Old Colony Mennonites
to immigrate to Canada, Mexico, Bolivia, Belize, Paraguay and the United States (par 1).
While I ate Faspa a small traditional meal between lunch and dinner at the homes of my
Mennonite friends and cracked Zoot (sunflower seeds) on the back porch, their parents shared childhood
memories and coming of age stories from the years they spent living in Old Colony communities in
Mexico. They told tales of rebellion, addiction, hardship, and exile, but they also shared stories of
family, friendship, and self-discovery that were full of joy and laughter. As I left Seminole to attend
college in El Paso, I took these stories from the Mennonite community with me, unsure of where I was
going or why. Now, in retrospect, I understand that I was drawn to the El Paso/Juárez border region
because it embodied externally the intersections that I carried within myself.
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After earning an undergraduate degree from the University of Texas at El Paso, I remained in El
Paso and began working in the non-profit and education sectors. I came into contact with members of
the border community who had been marginalized in a variety of ways and I began to write poetry in
response to my interactions with youth at-risk, members of the homeless community, survivors of
domestic violence, refugees fleeing violence in Juárez, veterans returning from Iraq and Afghanistan, as
well as to my involvement in local activist and empowerment movements.
Transforming these stories and experiences shared by border residents into poetry inspired me to
also create poems based on my experiences among the Mennonites in Seminole and to document their
memories of life in in Mexico. Though in many ways the lives and struggles of Mennonites near
Cuauhtémoc and Seminole are very different from those people who have been marginalized in the El
Paso/Juárez region, the movement across borders, linguistic hybridization as well as the struggle against
external and internal forces of marginalization shared by both communities draw them together in
unexpected ways. As I began to investigate further, I found more that the lives of El Paso/Juárez
residents and the Mennonites of Seminole and Cuauhtémoc intersected and I began to interview both
Mennonites and El Paso/Juárez residents to discuss their relationships with the U.S. Mexico border and
with one another.
The subject matter and the geographic locations of the poems in my manuscript’s sections “Darp
Mechanics” and “Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire” locate the manuscript within North
American Mennonite literary traditions, as well as within Chicana/Mexican-American and Latin
American literary traditions; however, because the intersection of individuals and communities across
ethnic, linguistic, socio-economic, gender, ideological and geographic lines is at the center of the text,
the manuscript creates and occupies a third (hybrid) space that is both within and outside of the
aforementioned literary traditions. By also embracing the oral tradition within my poetry I seek to create
spaces where individuals and communities are able to speak for themselves and on their own terms. The
3

oral tradition is drawn from collective consciousness and action and because of its performative nature,
the oral tradition is more fluid than the historical and literary canon of both the Old Colony Mennonite
community and marginalized communities in the El Paso/Juárez region, and so by necessity, the oral
tradition presses against the borders.
(Re)Defining Borders: A Poetics of Relation and Nepantla
While this manuscript grew largely out of a desire to integrate the many intersections of border
spaces in my own life, I began to discover through the writing process, scholarly research and listening
to the stories of others that my work was part of larger interdisciplinary movements toward identifying
intersection and creating solidarity while still acknowledging and celebrating individual and group
difference. Édouard Glissant writes in Poetics of Relation, “When you awaken an observation, a
certainty, a hope, they are already struggling somewhere, elsewhere in another form” (Glissant 142), and
I believe that his understanding of suffering and search for solidarity while still maintaining difference is
not only key in connecting the experiences and struggles of Mennonites in Cuauhtémoc and Seminole
with the experiences and struggles of members of marginalized communities in the El Paso/Juárez
region, but in creating spaces where they can be in conversation and relationship with themselves and
others. Glissant maintains that these spaces in relationship must “go beyond assenting to their linear
drive and consent to their global dynamics” (33).
In Borderlands/La Frontera Anzaldúa defines borders as “both geographic and metaphorical”
(Anzaldúa 184). According to Anzaldúa’s definition, the in-between spaces provide an advantage for
both the writer and the reader because they provide “the distance of the outsider, the closeness of the
insider and the in-between zone, the space I call nepantla” (Keating 243). Anzaldúa uses the Nahuatl
word “nepantla,” which translated means “an in-between state,” to describe the many manifestations of
borders—not merely those which happen to be geographic (180). The structure of this manuscript as a
whole is modeled after this in-between nature of border spaces that Anzaldúa describes. Borders not
4

only press against one another, but exist within a fluid and dynamic relationship. This dynamic
relationship between the external forces that and the internal forces that press back is not only revealed
within the content and the use of form in individual poems and sections but is also reflected within the
choice to organize the manuscript into two sections. The two sections “Darp Mechanics” and
“Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire” not only mirror one another in a binary relationship but push
and pull against one another, and through their dynamic struggle, a new nepantla is created. The last
poem in the collection “We Have Gone too Far: Self-Portrait with George Kroeker” explores the inbetween space of integration, the invisible border experience within conservative religious culture. The
poems ends with two “wordly” Mennonites’ briefly encountering an Old Colony truck driver at a rest
stop halfway between El Paso and Seminole. El Paso and Seminole, the primary in-between space
within the collection, shift and an even more liminal space between the in-between spaces is revealed.
The border spaces within the collection function as a fractal—there is always another in-between
space within the in-between spaces until the in-between space exists within the infinite space of the
imagination, struggling, fracturing and then coming together again. The third spaces extend infinitely
outward and inward in a spiral, and each space tries to shift and transforms within each movement.
Anzaldúa praises this process, writing, “transformations occur in this in-between space, an unstable,
unpredictable, precarious, always in transition lacking clear boundaries” (Keating 243) and “our strength
lies in shifting perspectives in our capacity to shift” (136). This collection seeks to engage in that
process both at the cosmic level, at the level of geographical borders and at the level of the body—the
constant pressing inward and outward of external and internal forces against the universe and against the
body are the struggles and hopes that awaken the consciousness to the struggles and hopes of others.
Because the manuscript functions as a fractal creating multiple spaces of intersection that extend
both outward and inward, Édouard Glissant’s Poetics of Relation is necessary not only to draw those
multiplicities of borders and intersections together, but also to provide a framework for their diverse and
5

complex interactions. A Poetics of Relation is created within texts “in which each and every identity is
extended through a relationship with the Other” (Glissant 11). This framework of relationships that
Glissant argues for is governed by the fact that it is “forever conjectural and presupposes no ideological
stability….is latent, open and multi-lingual in intention,” allows the “poet’s word [to lead] from
periphery to periphery…[to move] every periphery into a center… [to furthermore abolish] notions of
center and periphery” (29).
Darp Mechanics and Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire: Relational Poetics, Geographic
Boundaries and Cultural Imagination
The creation of third spaces with an attention toward global dynamics is not only vital to the
content of my poetry, but also to my poetics, which informs the form and structure of individual poems,
sections of poems, and the overall manuscript. Glissant maintains that texts that are polyvocalic create a
Poetics of Relation that function as a fractal moving from “periphery to periphery.” One most vital
aspect of creating a text that embodies a Poetics of Relation is the integration of a plurality of voices
while still maintaining their difference. This collection seeks to explore the experiences multiple
communities through a multiplicity of voices that struggle in solidarity, yet are distinct. The poems
within section one of the manuscript “Darp Mechanics” (Darp being the Low-German word for
colony/village) function within a larger context of the Old Colony Mennonite diaspora and are written
to contextualize the Old Colony culture as it appears near Cuauhtémoc, Chihuahua, and Seminole,
Texas, and to highlight individual and communal conflicts surrounding the formation of identity and
belonging, as well as the intersections between Old Colonists (and former Old Colonists) and members
of the “Welt,” the world outside the officially sanctioned spaces of the Mennonite community. In
addition to exploring the dynamics surrounding the socio-cultural, linguistic, and gender intersections
(and boundaries) occurring within Cuauhtémoc and Seminole, “Darp Mechanics” explores Mennonite
relationships with the El Paso/Juárez region. Located approximately halfway between Seminole, Texas,
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and the Darps of Cuauhtémoc, Chihuahua, which, as mentioned previously are themselves communities
of intersection, El Paso/Juárez serves as a geographical point of convergence between these two
communities.
Because of El Paso/Juárez’s physical location between the Old Colony Mennonite communities
in Mexico and the United States, it also holds a significant place within Old Colony Mennonite cultural
mythology. It is a point of rest and of gathering supplies for the next leg of the journey both to and from
Mexico. A Mennonite mother from Mexico shops at an El Paso Family Dollar while her daughters raise
“poms poms for the ride back to Cuauhtémoc…above their matching dresses” in the poem “We Have
Gone Too Far” and a woman who left the Old Colony remembers hand washing “Wranglers (bought
once a year, cheap in El Paso” in “Walking in Colonia Rubio.” Mennonites from both sides of the border
seek medical treatment in Juárez and so the understanding of border transcends and becomes imbedded
in the body as an intersection of pain and healing as is detailed in the poem “Divine Healing” which
begins “Mumkje Dyck goes to Juárez every three weeks for salt/pills to thin the blood crystals under her
skin, crushed/chiles to deflate her swollen heart vessels and wonder/oil for the rheumatoid arthritis
beginning to curl/her fingers like kjielkje noodles before they are/ pressed flat.” For rural Mennonites, El
Paso/Juárez embodies the pleasures and temptations of “wordly” urban centers away from the protection
of the Darp and occupies a place of physical, and more importantly, spiritual danger within Old Colony
Mennonite religious ideology. The poem “Los Narco-Menonitas” explores the lives of Mennonites,
seduced by the material pleasures of urban living, traffic drugs over the U.S./Mexico border- “there are
blonde haired,/ blue eyed men in CERESO prison,/narco-menonitas from Chihuahua,/younges with cell
phones and gold/teeth. And even old Mumkjes, hollowed/out Bibles filled with marijuana.”
In addition to pressing against the Mennonite ideological boundaries of simplicity and seclusion,
El Paso/Juárez functions as a portal across the borders of memory surrounding Old Colony immigrant
experiences. A Mennonite pastor “visits undocumented Dietchas behind glass on Montana Street” in
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“We Have Gone Too Far,” while a Mennonite man in Seminole recalls his time as an undocumented
immigrant and farmworker in “Sunday School,” saying, “he could keep all the profit. Pay us/nothin’ for
our trouble since we were still/wetback Mennonites back then.” In contrast, Mumkje Neufeld another
undocumented farmworker, reflects on the positive aspects of her daughter’s opportunities as an
American citizen in “Lilies of the Field” saying, “Next year Judy would be sixteen. Old/enough to join
the spraying crew. Born in Lamesa, Texas. Legal/to work in America. Paid by the hour and not by the
row.” These convergences and tensions, both geographical and ideological, that occur within the El
Paso/Juárez community create the ultimate in-between space within the Old Colony Mennonite cultural
imagination—a portal between pain and healing, past and present, Darp and Welt and an embodiment of
the Mennonite nomadic spirit.
The long poem “The Wandering Heart of Cornelius Klassen: Mennonite Cowboy” chronicles the
life of Cornelius Klassen, an Old Colony Mennonite who makes his home in this in-between space of El
Paso after his excommunication from the Darp for being a truck driver in the 1960s. This poem is not
only the story of one man’s struggle to occupy multiple oppositional spaces simultaneously, but is also
the manuscript’s fullest embodiment of the ways in which Mennonite communities and the El
Paso/Juárez region are in relationship. It serves as a bridge between “Darp Mechanics” and the second
section of the manuscript “Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire.”
“Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire,” explores the struggles of a variety of marginalized
individuals and communities in the El Paso/Juárez region. Glissant’s argument concerning the multiple
forms of struggle that become visible when one awakens to an understanding of one’s own struggle lies
at the center of this section. Though the struggles of individuals and communities within “Dispatches
from the Outposts of Empire” are distinct, the people within this section share in the experience of
systemic marginalization, and the common ways in which individuals and communities respond to
marginalizing forces (both external and internal). Mennonites appear in this section as a small part of the
8

diverse geographical and cultural border landscape, but are not its primary focus. However, in the later
parts of “Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire” Mennonites are represented as integrated members of
the border community (or “the world” as it is framed within Old Colony Mennonite discourse) which
brings the collection back to the original struggle that was presented in “Darp Mechanics,” the struggle
of negotiating the spaces between Darp and Welt.
Pressing against the Borders of the Body: Physicality, Speech and Silence, and Bloom Fe’talen
While geographical borders are a central component within the manuscript, the poems at an
individual and collective level also address the dynamics of borders in relationship to the body,
language, and religious and sociopolitical ideology. The body is central to Anzaldúa’s understanding of
nepantla in the ways in which it can be colonized, appropriated and repressed, as well as, freed and
celebrated. Within the manuscript external forces are both literally and metaphorically pressing against
the bodies of people. Though the borders of men’s bodies are explored through “Darp Mechanics” and
“Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire” in terms of labor and the expectations that religious and
socio-political ideologies place upon them, I give special attention to the experiences of women’s bodies
as borders. “A Warning to Ma’jalles too Young to Be Waitresses” is an example of how women’s
bodies function as both physical and ideological borders to be policed. The narrator maintains, "sin is in
the heart and mind/, but especially in the hips.” The poem “Rapture,” conversely, details a woman
transgressing the sexual borders of her own body set for her by her religious community. The narrator
warns, “Jesus is watching you. Hands out/of your pants. You won’t think it’s funny—all alone when he/
gets back.” The poems not only examine the limits placed upon the body (and pushed back from the
body) in terms of sexual knowledge/identity and pain but also regarding the physicality of speech and
silence and the ways that silence is imposed by external forces both on the physical body and within the
cultural imagination.
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Julia Kasdorf, a Mennonite poet, discusses this in-between space of speech and silence in
relationship to the body in her collection of essays, The Body and the Book: Writing from a Mennonite
Life and brings together the ways in which the body functions as a border. She writes in the preface,
“The injunction to disturb no one—not even oneself—is so deeply ingrained in my Mennonite soul as to
be a reflex. I still find myself sitting in that edgy space between not wanting to interrupt and wanting to
announce that I am here and have many things to tell” (Kasdorf, The Body ix). She continues this
argument in her essay, “Writing Like a Mennonite” saying, “[a]s a community carries memories of
trauma, so [is] an individual’s body often accompanied by deep and contradictory desires to declare and
deny the pain” (187). While both men and women navigate the border space between speech and silence
in this collection, through their relationships to socio-political and religious systems, as well as
economic status, I give special attention to the ways in which women in particular navigate the spaces
between speech and silence, particularly in relationship to their bodies.
Throughout the manuscript, in both “Darp Mechanics” and “Dispatches from the Outposts of
Empire,” I draw on Kasdorf’s arguments concerning speech, silence, and pain in relationships to
women’s bodies. Individuals and groups of women avert their eyes, cover their mouths, bite their lips,
and whisper as ways of existing physically between speech and silence—their desire to declare and yet
deny both their pain and their struggle for self-determination. The poem “Rite of Passage,” in the
“Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire” section of the manuscript, is the poem that perhaps embodies
the tension between speech and silence and their relationships to the body most strongly in this
collection. A first person lyrical poem concerning a woman’s sexual assault on a crowded public bus,
“Rite of Passage” is an example of how the body carries trauma, as well as, the impulse to both declare
and deny pain. As the incident is occurring the woman immediately questions her experience, saying,
“Maybe I imagined it. Maybe. It was/an accident” and as the attack progresses the speaker is unable to
move, let alone speak. “If only I could. See. Hear. Feel. Where his hand/ begins and ends, then I could.
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Shift a centimeter/to the right or to the left, to the front,/ or to the back.” Though unable to speak at the
time of the assault, by directly addressing her attacker in an imaginal space she is able to navigate the
tension between speech and silence surrounding the borders of her body.
In both “Darp Mechanics” and “Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire” the physical
manifestations of existing between speech and silence provide access to the linguistic and socio-cultural
realities surrounding speaking and silence. In Low-German there is a phrase “Derjch dee Bloom
fe’talen” which literally translates as “to speak between the flowers,” but means to speak indirectly. In
many ways “speaking through the flowers” embodies Kasdorf’s argument that “silence and seclusion
became a strategy of living peaceably within the wider world as a means of keeping peace in the
community” (168). Silence as it is defined by Kasdorf it is not always a literal silence but can also
manifest in the ways marginalized people communicate with themselves and one another under
oppressive systems. Throughout the manuscript women speak through the flowers to one another in
order to voice their concerns surrounding the lower social standing they have in relation to the men in
their communities without explicitly stating them. This is a common exchange especially between
mothers and daughters in the “Darp Mechanics” section. The second section of the poem “Self-Portraits
with the Flower Women” expresses this in a particularly poignant way when a mother invokes a popular
saying in Mennonite culture, “Careful girls, if your stomach gets wet when you wash dishes your
husband is going to be lazy.” Because getting one’s stomach wet while washing dishes is so common
the phrase speaks volumes concerning what expectations women should have for family relationships
within the Old Colony Mennonite cultural imagination.
As a woman pressing against the externalities of ideal culture, I navigate this space of speaking
through the flowers. I choose explore this process through poetry because by nature poetry embodies
both the spaces of speech and silence. The presence of text (speech) and white space (silence) creates
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tension within the body of the poem. Poetry is not only the manifestation of what is said and unsaid but
exists in the tension between the two.
The use of enjambments in “What Reconciliation Takes” is an example of how silence and
speech can co-exist simultaneously, pushing and pulling against one another within the body of the
poem. The narrator says about her grandmother, a working class white woman and survivor of domestic
abuse, “I want to build her/an altar on Día de los Muertos, in line/with mujeres obreras who never
spoke/English, but understood the same language/with their arms.” Read on the level of line “with
mujeres obreras who never spoke” the mujeres obreras are silent, but on the level of couplet the women
don’t speak English which marginalizes them within the dominant discourse of the United States.
Expanded further, “Mujeres obreras who never spoke/English, but understood the same language” on
the level of couplet suggests that the narrator’s grandmother and the mujeres obreras share the language
of silence. However when line is expanded again to include the following line “with their arms” it
reveals that the mujeres obreras and the narrator’s grandmother also share the language of manual labor
and the language of domestic violence. Though the narrator’s grandmother and the mujeres obreras
never met and would not have been able to speak to one another if they did, the enjambments privilege
the unsaid creating a relationship between the women and which presses against the boundaries of
speech, silence and solidarity.
Double-Voiced Discourse: Double-Mindedness and Double-Consciousness
Because people within “Pressing Seams” must navigate the spaces between speech and silence
they must a adopt methodologies and discourses that allow them to move between and occupy
seemingly contradictory spaces as both insiders and outsiders the same time. In her collection of essays
Subversive Silences, Helene Carol Weldt-Basson employs Bahktin’s “double-voiced discourse” (23) to
frame this insider-outsider phenomenon, what anthropologists would refer to as the intersection between
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emic “insider” and etic “outsider”, that occurs when a person or group must occupy multiple (and at
times contradictory) spaces simultaneously (Murchison 26).
Through this “double-voiced discourse,” the manuscript embodies a fluid definition of borders as
understood by Gloria Anzaldúa rather than an absolutist understanding of boundaries that define what
anthropologists define as “ideal culture” (104). The ideal culture surrounding Old Colony Mennonite
religious ideology delineates strong boundaries concerning acceptable and unacceptable behavior;
however, as revealed in this collection, in practice these boundaries are much more fluid and represent
what anthropologists refer to as “real culture”(104). Mennonites (and members of other conservative
religious communities represented in this collection) must negotiate a space between the expectations of
their communities and their own abilities and desires. Within these communities this negotiation of
space between real and ideal culture is viewed negatively and is often referred to as “doublemindedness.” Sermons against “double mindedness” invoke Psalms 119:113 “I hate double-minded
men, but I love your law,” as well as, James 1:8 which reads, “a double-minded man is unstable in all
his ways” (Carroll 839).
Sermons, as part of the larger spiritual and social framework, are central to life within all
conservative religious communities represented in this collection, because they function as externalities
of ideal culture that seek to shape real culture not only in content but through language, ritual, and
communal participation and compliance. The shared practice of listening to sermons with the goal of
integrating their language and values into every facet of daily life protects community members from the
perceived dangers of double-mindedness, most notably doubting or not complying with the standards
established by ideal culture. However, this manuscript appropriates and subverts the concept of doublemindedness to press against ideal culture and privileges the instability of double-mindedness because it
embodies the negotiations that occur between ideal culture and real culture within the larger cultural
imagination.
13

In much the same way that writers of color, writers within post-colonial discourses , and
speakers from marginalized communities within “Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire” possess
what W.E. Du Bois refers to a “double-consciousness” and seek to destabilize the master narrative and
the power relationships that govern oppressive systems, the “double-minded” men and women in the
Old Colony destabilize the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable thoughts and behavior both
individually and collectively through the double-voiced discourse they have developed as insideroutsiders in their own community, as well as in the “Welt”(Du Bois 12). This double-voiced discourse
crosses the boundaries of both speech and silence.
Speaking through the flowers as demonstrated in “Self-Portraits with the Flower Women” or
through silence like the teenage girl being observed in “A Warning to Mennonite Waitresses in Mexico”
who dances to “Devil music” when she thinks no one is watching. Though in most instances “doubleminded” individuals press against the religious ideology of their community using double-voiced
discourse without seeing a significant change in their personal or community life, in the case of the Old
Colony truck drivers and farmers detailed in “Walking in Colonia Rubio” and “The Wandering Heart of
Cornelius Klassen,” the collective “double-mindedness” of community members surrounding the use of
modern technology forbidden by Old Colony bishops ultimately changed the systems and structures that
governed the community.
Pressing against the Borders of Language: (Un)Official Discourses, Linguistic Hierarchy, Code
Switching, Linguistic Shape Shifting, and the Vernacular
The poems that engage the spaces between speech and silence through the employment of
double-minded and double-voiced discourses are part of a larger impulse within the manuscript to
explore and critique the sociological and anthropological construction of minority identities through the
juxtaposition of academic and vernacular language. In “Darp Mechanics,” the formation of individual
and communal identity among the Mennonites in these poems is juxtaposed with academic language that
14

functions to educate non-Mennonites about Old Colony culture but that also otherizes Old Colony
people, particularly women, who are often constructed singularly as lacking agency within their
patriarchal culture. Without careful attention, sociological and anthropological methodology and
linguistic framing can be problematic because it contains the possibility (whether purposeful or
inadvertent) of reinforcing oppressive power dynamics by constructing minority communities as static
objects of study rather than dynamic agents.
This tendency, found at times within Calvin Wall Redekop’s 1960s ethnographic study The Old
Colony Mennonites, is mentioned in “Self-Portraits with the Flower Women.” The narrator writes, “In
Redekop’s Appendix I read a footnote about two Mennonite women who became prostitutes among
Mexicans. An apparently mentally marginal woman and another who was considered brilliant.” This
footnote is the only time Redekop mentions women functioning outside of the realm of Old Colony ideal
culture (and within ideal culture women are only mentioned twice), a fact which is seen to be so
insignificant that it is not contained within the body of the ethnography, but in the appendix. Redekop’s
footnote reinforces the power dynamics surrounding Old Colony cultural scripts by consulting those in
power rather than exploring ways that Old Colony women, both within and outside the community,
navigate within and push against ideal culture.
“Self-Portraits with the Flower Women” explores the complex dynamics of this process of
navigation and resistance and privileges the unofficial ways Old Colony women press against ideal
culture both within and outside the community. In section six of the poem one of the flower women,
Neita, criticizes the representation of Mennonite women in Mexico that she sees in a book of
photography entitled The Mennonites shouting, “Look at us! He should be ashamed at the way that he
shows our people! He must have found every poor, desperate Mennonite in Mexico and taken pictures!”
By voicing her anger Neita not only presses against the ideal culture of her community to be silent, but
she also presses against the official representation of her community by outsiders.
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An example of this socio-linguistic juxtaposition of power dynamics that occurs within
“Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire” is in the three section poem “El Chingón.” The second
section “CC,” employs a battery of academic acronyms that are used in the discourse of social work and
education and is positioned between the first section “(ARD) Notificacion de Reunion del Comite de
Admision, Revision y” which is a fragment of a parent letter from the school poorly translated into
Spanish. The third section “OMG This Class Sux Balls!!!!!,” conversely, employs vernacular speech of
teenage girls enrolled in an alternative education program. The explicit hierarchy within the official
language position between instances of the vernacular does not seek to build bridges but rather seeks to
reinforce normative power structures. These normative power structures are disturbed within “Darp
Mechanics” and “Dispatches from the outposts of Empire” because the “official” registers of
sociological, anthropological, educational and legal discourse are in conversation with the vernacular
discourse to create critiques surrounding the construction of identity as well as the hierarchy of
“official” and vernacular discourse. This inclusion of these “official” linguistic sources not only serves
as a critique of linguistic power systems, but also functions as a reflection and critique of my own
construction of minority identities through an insider/outsider persona and the fact that I am not immune
to the problematic nature of engaging in this act.
In addition to critiquing the borders of power that are reinforced through a hierarchal approach to
linguistic variation, part of my desire for my poetry is to create an alternative space for the exploration
and inclusion of “the other” outside of binary structures, I frequently employ code-switching in the
narrative voices of my poems. The polyvocalic intermingling of English, Spanish, Plautdietsch, and
Huuchdietsch (High-German) deconstructs the understanding of language as a binary system and
frequently represents the tensions surrounding identity and/or linguistic and community exile in my
poetry. Poetry is my preferred genre for exploring the nature of code-switching as pressing against
linguistic barriers because it gives me the ability to code-switch within a single word. Through the use of
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enjambments a word is read in one language at the level of line and another language within the context
of the sentence as a whole. An example of this technique is found within the poem “Divine Healing.”
The third person speaker observes Abe Dyck, one of the subjects of the poem and comments, “Now
when he goes back to Mexico he knocks/zoot into an Allsup’s cup.” On the level of line, the word
“knock” is read in English and suggests that the subject of the poem feels like Mexico is no longer his
home and has to “knock” when he comes to visit; however, within the context of the entire sentence the
word “knock” is read in Plautdietsch as “knocks zoot,” which means to crack sunflower seeds. This
linguistic shape shifting which is not possible within prose not only creates a representation of the
fluidity of meaning that exists within the mind of a bi/multi-lingual speaker, but at the same time also
occupies the space between language in the moment of the reader’s disorientation in which he/she
discovers a word’s ability to embody two languages simultaneously.
In sections of the manuscript where the intersections with external space are minimal or one
sided (for example, when an immigrant is completely surrounded by the dominant culture) I engage in
less code switching while in other sections of the manuscript where there is greater intersection of
spaces. I weave the languages together rather than adding a “foreign” word or phrase periodically for
emphasis. In the poem “Thriftway Run,” which relates an incident that occurs to a Mennonite woman in
the parking lot of an American grocery store, is primarily in English with a few Plautdietsch words
mixed in periodically. These Plautdietsch words are traditional Mennonite foods “Sommabarsch” or
kitchen tools like “Gröpe” that have no direct translation into English and occupy a hybrid space within
the context of the Mennonite woman being surrounded by the dominant culture of the American grocery
store while shopping for items to cook her traditional foods. By keeping Plautdietsch usage to a
minimum in this poem these traditional foods and objects draw more attention and reinforce the feelings
of alienation that exist within the Old Colony Mennonite immigrant experience.
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The long poem “The Wandering Heart of Cornelius Klassen: Mennonite Cowboy” on the other
hand, weaves together English, Spanish, Plautdietsch (Low-German), and Huuchdietsch (High-German).
I choose to engage in linguistic layering because Cornelius occupies multiple spaces simultaneously and
must move quickly between languages and registers in order to maintain his position as an insideroutsider in hybrid space. When Cornelius speaks; however, he never uses Huuchdietsch because his
speech is rooted in the unofficial spaces of the oral tradition and the vernacular rather than the official
written space of the Old Colony Church. Huuchdietsch is only used in the poem when the Bishop of the
Old Colony church is quoting the Katechismus, the Old Colony catechism book during Cornelius’
excommunication. This reveals that not only is Cornelius’ life as a truck driver not officially sanctioned
by the religious framework of the Old Colony, but that his languages are outside the official framework
as well. While it is only within the realm of the oral tradition and the vernacular that Cornelius can be an
active agent in his own life, the official written discourse of the Old Colony church excommunication
still holds tremendous power over him.
In all instances that I use two or more languages in combination, I never italicize non-English
words when I code switch even though it is considered standard practice within writing and publishing,
because the speakers within the manuscript are bi/multi-lingual and italics serve to otherize their
normative hybridized speech patterns. Additionally, italics cannot take into account words that
linguistically shape shift and confine a word to one language at a time. I also choose not to include
footnotes or a glossary in the manuscript because many times a near translation appears close to the
original text and when a near translation is not provided in-text most words and phrases are made clearer
through context and/or repeated use. Although this use of code switching and my decisions concerning
formatting and translation may alienate the reader or particular groups of readers at times, I feel that the
choices surrounding linguistic presentation and translation in this collection enhance the exploration and
experience of the themes of otherness and embody the multi-lingual and polyvocalic nature of spaces of
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intersection and convergence. Anzaldúa writes, “we need to create poetry, art, research, books that
cannot be assimilated but [are] accessible” and I believe that my decisions concerning translation, italics,
and code switching creates a balance between assimilation and accessibility that I am comfortable with
(Keating 210).
In addition to code switching I employ other linguistic devices that help represent my approach
to language across a multiplicity of borders. The majority of my poems use colloquial speech patterns
that extend beyond language to explore the slang, syntax, and vocal registers of speakers from a variety
of backgrounds. I use these devices not only when my narrators are multilingual but also when I want to
highlight tensions that arise for speakers of dialects of English that are not valued within standardized
official discourse. In the poem “Like There’s No Tomarrow” I employ words, phrases, syntax and vocal
affectations used by working class people in rural West Texas. The speaker in this poem comments
negatively on elements of the dialect that are viewed as inferior to standard written English. She says
“me and the teachers were different/from trashy white people who said them/apples and pointed with
cigarette/ butts smoking. Saying this here, nails/ yellow, fingering name badges,” but cannot see her
own use of the dialect and how others use her language to place her within society until someone from
outside her community calls her a “redneck hillbilly” for misspelling tomorrow as “tomarrow,” which
she spells the way she has always pronounced it. This reversal not only challenges the speaker’s use of
language to rank people within a hierarchy by exploring the ways the speaker’s dialect is used against
her, but also exposes the ways that the linguistic hierarchy is designed to position speakers considered
lower on the hierarchy against one another in order to protect the positions of the powerful.
In addition to privileging vernaculars in my poetry, I also employ “official” tones and vocabulary
from cultural scripts of power usually juxtaposed with vernacular speech in order to question and/or
subvert official discourses of power. I use textual “sound-bytes” from popular culture and political
discourse, as well as religious literary and oral structures to frame criticisms of these institutions and the
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feelings of exile they create. I also use narrative voices speaking through dominant cultural, political,
and religious scripts ironically in order to destabilize and challenge the dominant discourse.
The poem “Maria, an American Citizen, to her Husband_____” begins with an excerpt of the
oath that resident aliens take to become United States citizens. The legal language juxtaposed against the
vernaculars of Maria, who code switches between Spanish and English, and her husband, who uses slang
from a working-class West Texas vernacular, referring to Maria as “wo-man,” functions ironically to
reveal that Maria’s new status as an American citizen gained through the recitation of the official
language of the United States government still cannot protect her from domestic violence. In the poem
“Nicene Question” I use the official religious frame of the Nicene Creed to destabilize and critique the
institutional expectations of various manifestations of Christianity. Asking the question “Do I believe?”
over and over in place of the statement “I believe” reinforces doubt rather than certainty and projects
that doubt on to the original religious script from which the poem derives its structure. The new text
presses on the borders of the original and by doing so transforms the poem into a hybrid space.
Pressing against the Borders of Traditional Form: Poetry as Third (Hybrid) Space
Within the framework of nepantla poetry where I use socio-political and religious scripts to press
against ideological structures, I also incorporate many traditional forms to create a polyvocalic discourse
that challenges the power dynamics of the dominant discourse. The forms that are most recurrent in the
collection are prose poems, couplets, sonnets, ghazals, and the long-form which incorporates a variety of
forms within an individual poem.
Prose poems are woven throughout the manuscript as spaces that are primarily narrative driven.
They allow for a large amount of narration to be revealed in a short amount of space (like in prose)
while still giving images precedence (like in poetry). Prose poems are a hybrid genre and push at the
borders of what is considered poetry and because of this I find that many times the prose poems within
the manuscript are the places that allow for the most intersection. Near the end of the collection the
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prose poem “Darp Mechanics Repurposed: Isaac the Tall,” which takes place in Annunciation House, a
migrant and refugee shelter in downtown El Paso, connects people from Old Colony Mennonite
backgrounds with the activist communities of El Paso/Juárez and with homeless migrants from
marginalized communities across Latin America and refugees seeking asylum from violence in Juárez
and other parts of Mexico. The manuscript introduces and establishes each of these communities and
throughout the collection the intersections between the communities seek to become more and more
complex until the collection ends with poems where all the communities are together in one place.
Annunciation House, in “Isaac the Tall.” becomes an intersection of intersections—a hybrid space made
up of other hybrid spaces and the final poem of the collection “We Have Gone Too Far” (also a prose
poem) takes this process one step further, beginning the process over again with a new in-between
space.
Like prose poems, couplets can function as an important tool for narrative poetry. While couplets
provide more of an opportunity for a sense of lyricism, they are often employed to create a sense of
tension—a push and pull that is inherent in its binary structure. In “Darp Mechanics” couplets also
function to imitate the rural spaces because they bring a slowness and deliberateness to the poems and
create white spaces on the page that mimic the openness of rural geography. In “Dispatches from the
Outposts of Empire” couplets are used by speakers pushing back against external forces in an attempt to
subvert them (even if momentarily) but also to reveal how at times, as is the case in “Maria, An
American Citizen, to her Husband _____,” these momentary subversions will result in increased
oppression. Couplets are also used when the content of a poem suggests a breakdown in existing
structures of power, as in the case of “After the Universe Breaks,” in which one of the couplets reads
“Every brick from every building that you ever built/and then abandoned is coming down on your
head.” In instances where the content evokes a memory of violence, like in the poem “Emma Goldman
Falls in Love,” couplets often move across the page and/or have increased spaces between them. There
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are some poems in this collection that, because of extreme violence and trauma, are written in broken
couplets like “El Orgullo Juareño.” Or, as in the case of “Shock and Awe,” symbols that resemble the
target locator on a bomber plane move across the page moving out of the realm of text almost entirely.
These manifestations of the couplet reveal the fragmented nature of violence and trauma through the fact
that they can no longer exist within the restraints of the form.
The sonnet, like couplets and post-modern manifestations of the sonnet are often used by
minority and/or traditionally marginalized communities and individuals because as a form it is governed
by a strict structure that is imposed externally on the poem. This externally imposed structure functions
much like the forces of ideal culture that press against the cultural imagination in marginalized
communities. Contemporary poets have chosen to both follow the restrictions of the form and to alter
the form according to their needs. In the manuscript I have chosen to use both the Petrarchan and
Shakespearean sonnet stanza structures (however I have chosen not to maintain the original rhyme
schemes) so that in each instance the content of the poem presses against the traditional structure,
creating a sense of the subversive existing within a structure. For this reason most of the sonnets that
appear within the “Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire” section of the manuscript seek to subvert
the dominant system through a systemic means.
The ghazal, a traditional form that originates in the Middle East and Central Asia, is comprised
of a series of couplets that are governed by a strict structure which includes the repetition of a word
(introduced at the end of the first and second line of the first couplet) at the end of each couplet. I
entered the conversation surrounding ghazals intrigued by the form’s musical and communal influences
and with a desire to explore how this highly structured form could be explored in terms of oral tradition
and collective identity, as well as socio-political content. In the manuscript I seek to explore the ghazal
both as a migratory form and as a conversation that occurs between forms and within form itself since
the couplets that comprise the ghazal function independently and yet are part of a collective whole. Like
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with the sonnet form, the traditional ghazal follows a strict structure and presses against itself. The
ghazal in English is a migratory and conversational form and in recent decades it has been used by
refugee and expatriate poets like Agha Shahid Ali to expand traditional themes to include a desire for
homeland and an exploration of what it means to be in exile from one’s own country and/or culture, both
an insider and an outsider simultaneously. Ali writes in the opening lines of his poem “Ghazal,” about
what it is like to experience an insider and outsider existence at the same time saying, “I’ll do what I
must if I’m bold in real time./A refugee, I’ll be paroled in real time./Cool evidence clawed off like shirts
of hell-fire?/A former existence untold in real time” (Ali ).
I drew from Ali’s post-colonial ex-patriot and refugee uses of the ghazal to explore not only the
nature of migration and exile, specifically through the lens of the U.S. Mexican border, but also to create
an atmosphere within the poems that was culturally and linguistically hybrid. I wanted to create an
experience of “dual/multiple cultural allegiances” to explore bilingual and bicultural realities within the
structure of the ghazal itself that Woodland discusses in an essay entitled “Memory’s Homeland”
(Woodland 250). Inspired by the ghazal, I also employed the use of anaphora and repetition in many
poems to draw upon the collective and ritualistic nature of repetition in relation to the oral tradition. This
appears at the end of each couplet in “El Amor Prohibido El Paso,” and “State of Texas Homeless Day
in Count Survey, El Paso, Texas, 2011 (the Unofficial Results),” as well as at the beginning of each line
in “Hymn to All the White Trash.” This choice in form and structure seeks a collective response to
suffering that at the same time destabilizes the systems that contain them.
Like the sonnet and the ghazal, long-form poetry is a traditional form often used by
contemporary poets within marginalized communities because of its ability to press against and critique
its own structures and origins. Because of this contemporary long form poems are able to engage with
the complexity of post-modern reality. Rachel Zucker maintains in her article “The Anatomy of a Long
Poem,” that “series [poems] remain essentially and deliberately incomplete” (Zucker 3). Long-form
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poems are able to create a third space and function well within an intersectional poetics of relation
because they are able to contain multiple perspectives that co-exist without being reconciled. Because of
their length, long-form poems are able to have a wide scope and the variety in form, structure, and voice
creates intersection across boundaries and intertwines the personal, political, cosmic and microscopic.
Repetition within the long-form functions as a fractal and invokes the act of ritual; however, when
repetition is utilized in poetry, particularly in the long-form, the repetition manifests itself in a different
form, allowing the reader to experience the same word or concept in many different ways.
The variations on the phrase “Darp mechanics,” from which the first of the manuscript derives its
name, is frequently used in “The Wandering Heart of Cornelius Klassen: Mennonite Cowboy,” the
longest poem in the collection, spanning more than twenty pages. This repetition allows the reader to
enter the various stages of Cornelius’ life and that of the Old Colony community as a whole, while still
returning to the initial conflict that set Cornelius’ narrative in motion. The phrase is used as a title for
section one of the manuscript to establish the inner-workings of the Darp for the reader and to reveal the
ways in which the religious framework of the Old Colony is designed to function like a machine where
everyone in the community knows his or her role and acts according to those roles without deviation. By
the time that the reader reaches the beginning of the “The Wandering Heart of Cornelius Klassen;”
however, he or she understands that the Darp does not function like a machine in reality, but that double
–minded and double-voiced Old Colonists instead create and navigate hybrid spaces which allow them
to function within and outside the system. Through the repetition of the phrase “Darp mechanics” in
“The Wandering Heart of Cornelius Klassen” the reader begins to see that the work of Darp Mechanics,
what allows the Darp to function and survive, is not the rigid and deterministic official rules of the Old
Colony church, but is instead embodied in the fluid and unofficial in-between spaces that Old Colonists
create for themselves to move across the boundaries set for them.
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In the first section of “The Wandering Heart of Cornelius Klassen” the phrase is used to reveal
how Cornelius does not fit within the Darp’s machine and each time that the phrase is repeated after this
initial section it is used in conjunction with another word that brings the reader back to the original
image of the Darp as a machine, but in a different form. In the section “Darp Mechanics: Redacted” for
example, it is used to show Cornelius’ absence from the Darp after his excommunication. In the section
“Darp Mechanics: Redux” it is used to describe the Old Colony men a generation younger than
Cornelius who not only have not been excommunicated for driving trucks and working with heavy
machinery, but have been encouraged in their career paths by the community, which increases
Cornelius’ feelings of alienation as an excommunicated person. “Middle-Aged Mennonite/men deal
with all the heavy equipment now. Darp mechanics/and business men raised up by their fathers to drive/
truck. He sold them his last machines to pay off/his gambling debts.”
“Darp Mechanics Resurrection,” which takes place at Cornelius’ brother’s funeral, reveals the
changes that have occurred in the Darp as a result of the large number double-minded and double voiced
Old Colonists whose actions forced the religious establishment to change the rules surrounding vehicle
ownership and technology used for the survival of the community and ultimately allows the removal of
Cornelius’ excommunication. “Cornelius fingers his excommunication/papers in his pocket. The Darp is
different now. Mumkjes gossip/on cell phones, Me’jalles jump on trampolines and preachers/drive
power stroke diesels. Restaurante La Sierra Thiessen se vende/pizza estilo Menonita. Talleres almost
every kilometer…. At Faspa after the funeral./his sister whispers, Kjnals you should try to get your
excommunication/ removed. That way when you die you’ll be, in seelich soawen,/a state of grace.” The
final section, “Darp Mechanics Repurposed,” begins the process of the work of “Darp Mechanics” in a
new generation as Cornelius’ grandson begins to create and navigate hybrid spaces outside the
Mennonite community.
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“The Wandering Heart of Cornelius Klassen: Mennonite Cowboy” and the other long-form
poems in this collection are inspired by Julia Kasdorf who employs the long-form as a portal into
memory from multiple perspectives in her newest collection Poetry in America in a poem entitled
“Rachel on the Threshing Floor.” The poem begins with a second person narrator who draws the reader
into the death of Kasdorf’s grandmother Rachel who died as a young woman urging, “Follow the buggy
ruts and dung piles, enter that barn/ find her body and children too stunned to know she is gone”
(Kasddorf Poetry 65). The next sections include excerpts from Rachel’s diary ending the day before she
died and a collection of memories from family members about Rachel and her death years after the fact.
She ends the poem navigating the spaces between past and present and pressing against the boundaries
of life and death asking, “How do I fill the blank space/beneath weather and work/in her handwritten
book? Only/a few in each generation can learn” (71). Because of the ways in which long-form is able to
provide readers with a polyvocalic portal into the interior spaces of memory (individual and collective),
and move uninhibited across time and space I, like Kasdorf and many others writing from minority and
marginalized perspectives, have chosen to include many multi-paged and multi-sectioned poems within
my manuscript.
Testimonio: Pushing against the Borders of Empirical Truth
While I employ a wide variety of forms in this collection in order to press against the borders of
tradition and memory to create a third space within poetry, the poems in this collection function with a
framework inspired by the testimonio genre. The testimonio is a narrative form that was popularized as a
genre in 1970s and 1980s as a response to state sponsored violence in Latin America. Testimonios were
often collected in both oral and written forms (sometimes through transcription and other times through
more interpretive methods) and at times translated into other languages. After this process the
testimonios were published, usually with the purpose of propelling citizens of countries that supported
state sponsored violence in Latin America into action to advocate for and with victims of violence.
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Isabel Dulfano in her essay “Testimonio: Present Predicaments and Future Forays” within the collection
Woman as Witness, defines testimonio as “a new form that crossed the boundaries of literature and
journalism. It is a genre that inevitably crosses lines” (Maier 89). A testimonio is not entirely a
journalistic, historical or sociological/anthropological artifact, but rather places the emphasis on the
emotional experiences of the storyteller within a particular socio-political context. Dulfano defines this
further, maintaining, “testimonio is a non-empirical kernel, which might be characterized as resistance to
determinacy and oscillation between multiple spheres” (86).
Operating under Dulfano’s definition of testimonio, I use the genre of testimonio to guide how I
approach the telling of all the stories in the collection, but particularly the stories that I framed as firstperson narrations. The first-person narrations are structured in such a way that gives transparency to the
fact that the testimonios are being mediated by a third party either through direct speech or an implied
listener even though the “I” and/or “we” voices take precedence. In the poem “La Miss/(Don’t tell the
real miss what I said when she comes back tomorrow)” The explicit mention of a listener in the title is
necessary because it places the emphasis on the relationship between the student who is voicing her
marginalization and the substitute teacher who by listening is creating a space for the student’s
experiences, even if the student’s vulnerability is temporary. The introduction of the substitute teacher
allows for a break of the student’s normative framework and allows the student to speak her painful
experiences in an emotionally true, yet non-empirical way. As mentioned previously, my focus is not on
providing an empirical experience of facts from a historical perspective but to represent experiences of
“resistance” and “oscillation between multiple spheres.” This resistance and oscillation is the work of
border spaces that requires not only a transparency of process but an emphasis on relationships and the
ways through which relationships reveal non-empirical emotional truth and allow speakers who are
marginalized to break the framework of oppression (even if just momentarily) through the act of
occupying the hybrid space of testimonio.
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Because the mediation of oral histories and testimonios often occurs within activist communities,
and academic communities, I not only wanted to make the processes through which the testimonios are
observed and/or mediated by these communities transparent, but I also wanted to critique them and
challenge the ways that these processes are problematic.
The poems “Social Activist Love Song” and “When she saw his locks at the border wall protest”
provide insider perspectives of activist culture through satire that disturb power imbalances that exist
many times between activists mediating the stories and experiences of marginalized community
members, particularly if the activists are not originally from the community. However, the poems also
play upon stereotypes placed upon activists by those outside activist culture. Through this use of
hyperbole the poems are able to critique activist culture and to challenge the dominant culture’s
caricature of activists as a way of silencing movement toward meaningful social change. In “Social
Activist Love Song” the “strapping young socialist” who prints off flyers to give to “Mr. Thinks He’s
Che Guevara just wants one so he can score/that new AmeriCorps VISTA volunteer’s address and
phone number” cannot “[make] it to two dollar you call it/” with the narrator “because he was already
shit-faced in his underwear/on the floor watching a Dorothy Day special on Catholic television.”
This caricature of a privileged and naïve drunk activist in the poem is transformed in the poem
“When she saw his locks at the border wall protest” where an experienced activist, reflects on situations
not unlike the dynamics expressed in “Social Activist Love Song” saying, “hell, she’d been there. Gotta
start somewhere.” This statement reveals that she finds value and chooses to participate in activist
culture despite her awareness of the shortcomings and complexities concerning the power dynamics that
surround activist work. This transparency, while offering a critique of activist culture, also creates a
third space where the dynamics surrounding the process of mediation between activist culture and
marginalized communities can be explored in their complexities rather than just accepting activist
mediation as official discourse.
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The poem “State of Texas Homeless Day in Count Survey, El Paso, Texas, 2011 (the Unofficial
Results),” approaches this issue of transparency and destabilization of power dynamics in the mediation
process on a systemic level. A poem inspired by unexpected answers given to social workers and
researchers conducting a survey designed to count the number of homeless individuals in El Paso,
reveals how the process of activist and academic mediation of the narrative can be challenged. By
answering the questions in unexpected ways that subvert the process of data collection, the homeless
individuals destabilize the power dynamics between researchers and the researched. One respondent
quips, “Tell your friend that he can blow me for twenty dollars/behind the Sacred Heart Food Pantry
downtown” turning the conversation from the respondent’s homelessness to the researcher’s sexuality.
While the reader is exposed to the unexpected answers, the title reveals that none of subversive
answers provided will be contained within the Official State of Texas Report and that while homeless
individuals can change the power dynamics within the fluidity of oral discourse, their subversions will
not be included within the official written discourse. Within poetry I am able to create a hybrid space
where the unofficial answers are voiced and can press against the official answers to reveal the agency
of homeless individuals in the research process and to create transparency about the process of creating
academic and governmental discourse from oral sources. Poetry, while not fail proof in terms of
avoiding appropriation and colonization in the transference and transformation from oral to written
discourse, is the genre that allows me for to be transparent about my own processes of transference and
transformation and to critique those processes through my form and content choices.
Ethics, Poetry Truth, and the Possibilities of Imaginal Space
Though the poems in this collection are inspired by actual events and draw on ethnographic and
historical impulses, they are not historical artifacts in the empirical sense. And though ethnography
allows for “methodological relativism” in terms of how to approach the subjective alongside the
empirical and takes an approach to narrative data that maintains that “the idea is not to simply take the
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narrative at face value but to search for the intersections between personal biographies and collective
culture,” poetry allows me take the imperative to search these for intersections beyond the material and
into imaginal space (Angrosino 50). At times I have changed names and dates, compressed events,
altered interview details to better fit the imagistic trajectory of a poem, have invented imagined
scenarios where information is missing or has intentionally been withheld, and have used historical
artifacts (photographs, letters, academic and legal documents) to write poems that are entirely
imaginary. For an historian or a social scientist these actions would prove a breech in ethics, but as a
poet my primary concern is providing the reader a portal into the experiences of individuals and
communities.
The scope of suffering and struggle experienced by individuals and communities can at times
only be accessed through imaginal spaces that can access the fluid spaces between trauma, memory and
perception. I push at the borders that divide memory, both personal and collective, from imagination and
at times it pushes back. While writing this collection I was inspired by Brenda Coultas’ collection of
poetry The Marvelous Bones of Time. While Coultas operates from a documentary impulse and engages
in intensive archival research and interview gathering, she is also engaged in the creation of both the
critique and the creation of cultural mythology surrounding slavery and the Civil War that has both
individual and collective implications.In order to access these relationships and to explore and create
collective cultural mythology past and present concerning the Civil War Coultas states that she must
move into imaginal space.At the beginning of the collection Coultas writes, “I could follow these paths
and find car bodies and dump sites/deer bones and garbage/I could mow a new path; still it would not be
evidence” (Coultas 15). By questioning current paths of documented history as possibly being filled
with “deer bones and garbage and acknowledging the lack of “evidence” in the “new path” of imaginal
space Coultas reveals the fluid nature of the boundaries between documented history, memory, and
individual and collective imagination. She makes this process visible not only to push against the
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boundaries of empirical truth and official history but to access what is no longer accessible and what
was never accessible in the first place.
As a poet whose poetics seek to engage individual and collective mythologies and emotional
truth as perceived (and at times trauma perceived by memory), as well as a historical, I must move from
a strictly documentary space into an imaginal space that allows me to not only access present and past at
the same time but to access the interior spaces where realities are created by perception. In an empirical
understanding of truth the role of documentary impulses is to relate verifiable facts; however, as
Shoshana Felman and Dori Laub discuss in their book Testimony: Crises of Witnessing in Literature,
Psychoanalysis and History, the border between empirical and verifiable data and an individual’s
memory is often blurred particularly when trauma is involved. Laub illustrates this point by telling the
story of a Holocaust survivor who in her testimony is mistaken about the actual number of crematoriums
that were destroyed during the short-lived prisoner revolt in Auschwitz. The survivor maintains that all
the crematoriums were destroyed even though it is documented historically that only one was destroyed.
Laub argues that though the survivor is mistaken about the number of crematoriums destroyed that the
survivor is proclaiming a larger historical truth, stating, “The number mattered less than the fact of the
occurrence…the woman testified to an event that broke all the compelling frames of Auschwitz where
Jewish revolts just had no place….She testified to the breakage of framework. That was historical truth”
(Felman 60).
Tim O’Brien addresses this ability to represent the historical breaking of frameworks from the
perspective of fiction. In his hybrid memoir/fictional work The Things They Carried which relates the
horrors of Vietnam from the perspective of an American G.I., he refers to the realities that surround
memory and the emotional perception of trauma as “story truth,” and the events which can be
empirically documented he refers to as “happening truth” (O’Brien 64). He writes in The Things They
Carried “A thing may happen and be a total lie; another thing may not happen and be truer than the
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truth” (64). He continues saying, “The thing about a story is that you dream it as you tell it, hoping that
others might then dream along with you and in this way memory and imagination and language combine
to make spirits in the head” (230).
As I engage not only in the act of documenting but also in the act of accessing the fluid spaces of
memory, imagination, and language, I must acknowledge that the process is collective and rooted in the
interior space of emotion and perception. Though I am ultimately the one who takes the stories and
fashions them into poetry, the form and the content of the poems are the result of a collective process of
dreaming. When I write a poem in response to a story someone tells me, I seek to aspire to the nature of
the story as fluid and changing and provide the reader with a portal to “poetry truth” that functions
within the realm of individual and collective memory (and many times trauma) rather than strictly
within the realm of empirical data. Because of this, my poetry becomes the space between empirical
“fact” and the imaginal and collective processes of storytelling and mythmaking.
In the poem “A Prayer for Ciudad Juárez,” based on composites of youth I worked with in my
time in the non-profit sector and their responses to violence in Juárez and gang life in El Paso, I engage
in the act of collective dreaming with the reader within the imaginal space of poetry. In the last section
of the poem the speaker imagines a future for an elementary student who has shown signs of PTSD from
violence he witnessed in Juárez, is at risk for gang involvement, and is slowly disappearing from the
after school program where she works. “Maybe someday he won’t/come back. This number is no
longer/in service. Driveway empty. School counselor/ nodding. He left. Transferred schools. I have/the
same information as you.” Because the situation is out of her control the speaker manages the pain and
uncertainty by accessing the past to create a hopeful space for his future even if that hope only
ultimately exists within the imagination. She imagines, “For years. Nothing. Until I find him/little again
in a glossy print. Laughing. Art outstretched.” From within the imagination that hope can continue to be
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extended to others even if the student refuses contact with the speaker and becomes immersed in gang
life.
This poem and all the poems in this collection not only seek to tell the stories of marginalized
people, but to explore ways they can press back against the internal and external forces pressing against
them. As a poet, “Pressing Seams” is the way I am able to press back against oppression through the
creation of intersecting spaces to share moments of individual and community resistance—the struggle
as it occurs in its multiplicity of forms. For the times when resistance is not possible or difficult to
sustain, poetry extends an open hand for resistance to be dreamed and created within the hybrid realm of
imaginal space.
.
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Pressing Seams
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This flood of convergences…in the guise of commonplace
Édouard Glissant
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Darp Mechanics
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Each one of my steps in exile is buried in memory.
Rigoberta Menchú
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The Mennonite Game
What do you call a bad Mennonite
poet? Corny Reimer. Why don’t Mennonites
have sex standing up? It might lead
to dancing. A Mexican and a Mennonite
are in a car together. Who is
driving? Border Patrol. What happens
when you take one Mennonite
fishing? He drinks all your beer. Do you
know how copper wire was invented? A Mennonite
mom gave her kids a penny and told them
to share. What is a Mennonite ethical
dilemma? Free condoms and beer. What happens
when you take two Mennonites fishing? They don’t
drink any of your beer. Why don’t Mennonite women
wear sleeveless dresses? They can’t
bear arms. What is an Amish woman’s secret
fantasy? Two Mennonite. How many Mennonites
does it take to change a light bulb?
Change? How do you break Mennonites’
necks? Walk around their trucks.
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Thoughts Driving West Out of Seminole, Texas, at 1:30 a.m. August 2nd, 2003
Behold how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity
Psalm 133:1
God made West Texas flat so people can see the back
of their own heads. And the way the horizon cuts
behind rows of houses with metal roofs and green
doors and fields that look the same as everyone
else’s. Except. A little straighter. Maybe. Trees
dirt drives. Saplings pulled straight by ropes
staked on both sides. Striped shirts and solid
dresses of all sizes flap during the day. The lines
empty at night. The Darp exists because it is
invisible and wayward English can’t tell
the difference between in and out of the country
roads that connect the Darp. They never see
what is. In plain view. The Darp did not always exist
but began when the first person was born again
again. Suspended between future and past
at the same time. And never. A cross
between here and there. Darp and Welt. One real,
one a mirage, both in the desert, determined
by a choice. Mennonites are not born
they are recreated and each one must
decide: the old ways or the world
that doesn’t understand the choosing.
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Walking in Colonia Rubio
Laundry day. Monday and Friday. By hand. I smell the sun
soap powder. And crunch up and down the dusted path. Packed flat
by the steel wheels of un-painted wooden trailers propelled
by bare backed mares) in my black caliche—strapped sandals
Grösspapa bought in Casas Grandes. The weight of socks
in my sole makes the hens fight and the rooster chuckle before
I kick him away from the jagged hem of the pink and white dress
I stitched myself for the first time: the flowers cut
from the same fabric as my mother and my sisters. We bought
fifteen yards at the Dietcha Wal-mart to match our new
straw hats. Wide ribbons around the brims so we could tell
them apart from the ones our brothers wore. With their striped
and solid kjnpse Hamd and coveralls. Before my oldest brother nailed
his outhouse closed. Our father said they were going to
hell because my cousins pissed inside, buckets, heavy, the well
water on green tile. Before we snuck out, under the summer
moon to play volleyball outside the neighbor’s barn, until
preachers, in black coats and bekjse, split and gutted our ball
with a crowbar and stomped the Devil’s music (a portable radio
that only played corridos from Cuauhtémoc and the weather
reports from El Valle) with their boots and Die Biebel. We could
not decipher their shapes, but we knew they demanded
silence. The corpse, crucified, sagged on the clothes line. I walked
that line to recover the stains cranked from the rusted handle,
where I always crouched over a trough of Wranglers (bought once
a year, cheap in El Paso) and polyester aprons we ironed
Tuesdays before the tractors had rubber tires. And before I smoked
cheap cigarettes with wild Mennonite boys who drove flat-bed
pick- ups. And drank warm Tecates, while they turned their eyes
away from our waist high panties, strung like flags of surrender.
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1998: Chupacabra Summer
Leah’s neighbors tied a goat to the clothes
line behind their house. The rope stretched so far
he could stick his nose into the dirt piled high on top
of an underground cellar that hadn’t been opened
since before the Mennonites came to Seminole.
When we were thirteen we dug with our hands
for an afternoon and uncovered the door, a thin sheet
of tarnished metal, edges jagged and bowed
in the middle. We pried the latch open with a broken
PVC pipe and there was nothing inside
except for spiders. Hundreds. Daddy long legs mostly
harmless. Leah’s Aunt Tina who lived in the Darp outside
town kept goats in a pen and said they were so dumb
they would slice up their insides eating cans. Only
the neighbor goat survived because he couldn’t
reach the rust on the side of the dumpster. That summer
we sat on the back steps and snapped pictures in the dark,
peace signs and bunny ears first. Bubble gum bursts
on the tips of our noses. Lips smacked and glossed
clear. Tongues thrust out at Leah’s brother Daniel
and his Engalander girlfriend, red lipstick and feathered
bangs. Her hand in the back pocket of his Wranglers
as they pressed against his pickup truck. Mom’s
coming we would yell, just to watch them jump,
but they still let us come to Sonic with them sometimes,
ice creams to keep us quiet. While we watched Southern
Baptist and Mennonite teens in tank tops and tight pants
lean out windows of moving cars to see if they could cruise
the drag in a silver power stroke diesel. Daniel’s girlfriend tried
to teach us how tie knots in cherry stems with our teeth,
but we never could. Most nights we stayed behind, Tweety Bird
pajama shirts stretched over our knees, waist-length hair soaking
our backs as we sat on the floor and thumbed glossy 10mm prints.
Hands over our mouths, faces in pillows to smother fits of giggles.
Darkness behind us, the goat ready to charge. Eyes fluorescent.
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Yoder Family Singers World Tour 2002: Mennonite Evangelical Church, Seminole, Texas
Only a man who used to be Amish would wear a carnival
meets Elton John shirt. That shimmers while he picks
the twelve string that he hid inside his parents’ barn
before he left Garnett, Kansas. And moved to Paris,
Texas, with thirty two dollars in his pocket, a day labor
mechanic before he was called a good news prophet. Singing
southern gospel songs to Mennonites who have a weakness
for old-time bluegrass music. That is new
to them because it used to be forbidden. Snaps
strain to shut over his triangle of chest hair, saluting
the women’s side of the church. Good girls cast
their eyes down because their fathers and brothers
always button above the collar. Unless they are
working in the fields alone where they know women
can’t see them. But the worldly Ma’jalles, who hide
black underwire and pink plastic razors in their drawers
stifle silent laughs into hands clasped over their exposed
tongues. Raising unplucked eyebrows at the junges
slouching in the men’s benches. Thinking of the last time
they saw shirtless young men, lying in the bed
of a diesel stroke pickup truck Saturday night,
but now, bewildered by flesh exposed at the front
of the church. Yoder’s wife testifies, Tammy Faye
lashes blurred by the Holy Spirit. Bedazzled
jean jacket pulled tight across her scooped
t-shirt. Silver hoops and aquamarine crosses
smack against her neck, catching her bleach
blonde perm, roots uncovered. Hips
clang against her bangles while she stamps black
pumps. Square-tipped acrylic pointing up.
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A Warning to Every Mennonite Waitress in Mexico
She’s a menonita que no puede
bailar. Not one foot in front
of the other, paso a paso, no
corridos, cumbias, salsas or whatevers. Her hips, stiff and untouched
angles jabbing through her polyester
dress, pulled up so she could show
off her lower calves, or at least
that’s her excuse when she stumbles.
Slow seductress, but still she tries to flirt
behind a batch of bread and dreams
of boys in cowboy boots and Skoal
tin imprints rising the seams of their
Wrangler jeans. Sliding across hard
wood floors, she remembers the Devil
music she heard in Cuauhtémoc, looks
behind her to make sure no one will
see when she steps into the fire.
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Rapture
You spent more time in front of the mirror than with the Lord
this morning. You want to be there when Jesus comes back,
your shirt, short, tramp stamp flash of flesh when you raise
your hands to praise him? Jesus is watching you. Hands out
of your pants. You won’t think it’s funny—all alone when he
gets back. Jesus is coming. Look busy. Remember. You want
to be on bottom when Jesus gets back. And Jesus is listening
in the shower. He’s going to enter the atmosphere and break
in, to expose your nakedness to everybody in glory. He’s gonna
snatch you by your severed umbilical cord into that last chance
escape hatch of the universe. The cracked insides of the million
millennia of supernova blasts, that whirling dervish kaleidoscope
of Technicolor convergence. Dark matter dripping off your back
into evaporation, and your glistening body always reaching up—
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Plainsong
[Valentine’s Day 2005]
Do you love me plain?
Mennonite road plain?
Pentecostal clothes
Old-time religion plain
One-eyed jack, cotton
Eyed Joe, pump jack plain
Barefoot and pregnant
Pink plastic razor plain
Talkin’ around the
Kitchen table plain
Convulsing mother shouts
Sambalabosa! plain?
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Temporary People
For Judy—whose parents followed the harvest
Gin means that you start down south and diesel
dye your stripper, that International Harvester,
through barbed wire, the only thing between
Amarillo and the Northern Lights (besides all
those cans of Keystone Light stacked up into
a piss beer altar at the Black Diamond. Where
roughnecks are discounted and truckers are
welcome to squeeze as many men into a single
sleeper as there are naked ladies on mud
flaps). Gin means that every new atmosphere tastes
like the last turn in the white horizon that was
yellow in April and May. But under the winter
moon she’ll be naked. That is, if the combines don’t
heat up too much. Sometimes metal sparks
diesel and diesel sparks cotton and you
heard that in the Bible Armaggedon is a field
on fire. Melting holes in your only pair of steel
toed boots, but is just a lit matchstick for a second
when seen from the interstate. The same as agent
orange. Breath dusted through a blanket not made
in America, where temporary people work
twelve on and sleep twelve off, on the back
room floor. Fingers taped. Blisters, bones
exposed so you can drive again tomorrow.
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Roustabout Breakfast
Roustabouts (below Roughnecks in rank) are commonly hired to ensure that skilled personnel that run an
expensive drilling rig are not distracted by peripheral tasks—Schlumberger Oil Field Service Manual

Some tool pusher just took the last Hostess
powdered donuts bag from the Quick Stop
gas station in Andrews, Texas. Like he does
every morning as the first streams of light
crack through the pipe rack on the drilling rig
and into swarms of company pick-ups.
Derrick men, floor men, motor men,
mud loggers, long tog operators, assistant
drillers, sub-contractors, contractors, and company
men. White, dual-action, with high pressure
CO2 cylinders. Snap-on tool boxes, headache
racks, chokers, rigging, kill lines. Snatch
blocks, chains, and 3/16” anti-backlash
nuts. Cramming the parking spaces and empty
lots next to Nothin’ Butt Smokes and the lady
selling burritos out of her Astro wagon. Nothing
left by 5:30 when Frank Friesen throws
his F-250 Super Duty into drive, hungry.
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Sunday School
Well, the way I remember it, Sunday School
would drive by the fields early in the morning
and look around for about thirty seconds before
askin’ us to jump out of the bed of the truck
and stack up all them watermelons. He figured
if everyone was at church, they were as good
as free and he could keep all the profit. Pay us
nothin’ for our trouble since we were still
wetback Mennonites back then.
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Thriftway Run
Last Sunday after church Lena Froese stuffed her cart
with heavy cream, potatoes, and chicken stock to make Sommabarsch
with her daughters for the family gathering at her sister’s place. Sixty
or so if everyone showed. Rows of wheat rolls cooling on racks. Two
five-gallon buckets of ice cream in the garage freezer. Liters of Fanta
and Dr. Pepper on the counter. Ham bone from last week’s butchering
already simmering. Spice ball sputtering. Crushed. Bay leaves, star anise,
beet greens, dill and sorrel. Any herb growing above ground before
winter. That could be thrown into a Gröpe. In the old country. The first
Old Colony. Flat like Seminole. Green like Steinbach. Winds, fierce,
like Cuauhtémoc. When she bent down in the parking lot to unload
the plastic bags, the trunk of her Suburban sprang open and smashed
her glasses against her eyelids, jolting bones in the bridge of her nose
into a trickle of salt water blood that stung the cracks in her lips. But
before Anna, her oldest and already married, could reach into her purse
to call the doctor, silent and jaw unhinged, Lena plunged her thumb
and forefinger upward and straightened it back with one single crack.
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Self-Portraits with the Flower Women (Las Mujeres Flores1, Yo, y Eunice Adorno)

1.
One time I watched Willy Zacharias’ mom lift a refrigerator above her shoulders and into the bed of an
F150. Engalander teenage boys, friends of her son, stood stupid, slack jawed with a dolly and bungee
cords in their fists, as she swatted them back with her neck. Wiping her hands in the pleats of her dress,
she tipped her head back pursed her lips and said, well, guess I’ll get supper started.
2.
After supper, the men talked in the living room while Leah and I scraped the last bits of baked potato
into the trash. Stacked towers of flowered plates on the counter. Filled the sinks and turned on the coffee
maker. Three scoops of Shure-fine regular, not decaf. My turn to wash. Her turn to rinse and dry.
Flicking soap bubbles in her ear, I ducked as she splashed back. Leah’s mom looked up from her dust
pan. Careful girls, if your stomach gets wet when you wash dishes your husband is going to be lazy.
3.
Steel pop as we soaked sausage casings. And spread them to dry. The coffee pot sputtered. Josiah must
have killed the pig dead with just one shot. Mumkje Froese nodded, sharpening her knives as her sons
hung the hairless mass up by the hooves and split the ribs with an electric saw. Hog, headless, hooked
and swinging from the shop ceiling. I knocked on the propane tank under the Gröpe where we would
boil the fat, kidneys and heart. And any other scrap meat. Sounds like it’s full. Should be able to run it
most of the day. Mumkje handed me a wooden post. You can stir it first. I’ll need to watch it once it gets
thicker. Grüewen, pig crystals. Spread on top of hot rolls the morning after the slaughter, while hams
packed with salt hang inside the barn. She sipped her coffee and smiled. Neita, she called to the woman
testing the vacuum sealer. Tell the rest of the ladies they can come over now and bring their husbands
too. It’s processing time.
4.
The Trajchmoaka’s trailer had a red 5 spray-painted on the side. Two boys with trucker caps and pants
tucked into their boots chased each other around number 7. Boards nailed over window holes of number
11. We didn’t have to knock. We watched her watching us from the kitchen window. She ground down
her cigarette, shifted her Duäk, and reached into her black slacks for another bobby pin. While she
pressed Leah’s vertebrae with open palms, I sat in the corner watching a telenovela flicker on a black
and white TV. with the sound turned off. Photographs of her dead husband between the rabbit ears. Do
you want her to massage your back? She says it’s only five dollars.
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5.
Mennoniten in Mexiko 1922-1962. Leah’s grandma is in that book. Smiling next to a washing machine
in her parent’s front yard. Barefoot. Hand on the crank. The same age as us. The first time we looked. A
sleepwalker for life. Every night for two years before she got married she woke up standing under the
moon. A full bucket sloshing, on her nightdress, drops of milk.
6.
When Zeusa brought The Mennonites to Taunte Neita, they sat at the kitchen table sipping Tim Horton’s
and munching on Faspa. She waited for Neita to smile when she recognized the Darp where she grew
up. But instead, she threw the book on the floor. Look at us! He should be ashamed at the way that he
shows our people! He must have found every poor, desperate Mennonite in Mexico and taken pictures!
7.
Neita told a story once. About when she was newly married. She, her sister, brother-in-law and husband
all stuffed into a single cab truck. For their yearly trip to El Paso. Shifter stuck between her knees as her
husband wound around the mountains. Halfway between Cuauhtémoc and Juárez. At a bodega. Middle
of Nowhere. The men stopped to stretch. And pay for the outhouse. The women stayed inside the truck
cracking windows. Wiping sweat from their temples. The men came back. Frosted. Glass bottles pressed
to their lips. Neither of them said a word. Jamming the keys in the ignition her husband reached between
her legs. To shift into first. She watched the last of the brown liquid slide down his throat.
8.
In Redekop’s Appendix2 I read a footnote about two Mennonite women who became prostitutes among
Mexicans. An apparently mentally marginal woman and another who was considered brilliant.
9.
Long hair is a woman’s glory. Susan’s shorn close to the scalp. Star tattoo poking her ear lobe. At work
her empty gauges slack. Facing bills behind the teller desk. Jappa turned seventeen this week but she
didn’t see it. Until he snuck away from the high school at lunch and parked his truck in the drive-thru.
She squinted through the tinted glass as he scrawled on a deposit slip. Pressed send and rocketed the
tube toward her. I miss you Zeusa. Mom is wrong but maybe someday she’ll get over it and let you come
back. She doesn’t say much but I know she feels bad. Slipping the note back with a click she bit her lip
knowing that she wouldn’t hear him laugh when he popped the top. A lollipop rainbow bursting from
the tube.
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10.
A strip of dough hung past my elbow and swung before I pinched it in half between my thumb and
forefinger. And twirled the two ends together with my other hand. Slow, but with the patience of a
sixteen year old. Mumkje Froese looked up from her rows of baking sheets and laughed, if you want to
get married soon you have to make kringel like this. Two flips of the wrist. Each notch in the braid
exactly the same. No thumbprints.

1. Las Mujeres Flores, published in 2010, is a collection of photographs taken by Eunice Adorno in Old
Colony settlements in Mexico.
2. Redekop’s Old Colony Mennonites, published in 1969, is one of the definitive ethnographic texts
about the Old Colony communities in Mexico.
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Lilies of the Field
Mumkje Neufeld flipped up her clip-on shades, late
afternoon sun refracting rainbows off her glasses into the pleats
of her dress, yellow like cotton flowers. Striking the last Devil’s
Claw. At the root. She rested the handle of her hoe against her hip
and squeezed a few drops of warm water against her lips before passing
the bottle across the row to her daughters. The four Neufeld sisters
dusting their hands against the seams of their jeans. Oversized
t-shirts swallowing their curves. Next year Judy would be sixteen. Old
enough to join the spraying crew. Born in Lamesa, Texas. Legal
to work in America. Paid by the hour and not by the row. Sitting
under the shade in a Lee Spider Sprayer, chugging away to power
spray streams of RoundUp PowerMax and Dual Magnum
on the other side of the field. Shaking her head Margaret dragged
the back of her hand against her forehead. But before she could
shift her straw hat back, she thought she saw the sand shift
around her ankles. And without hesitation she raised
the blade to her shoulder and plunged it within
the earth. Stumbling back from the staff, still shaking, the sound
of steel reverberating. Blood spattered on her cracked flats,
the snake’s severed head turned upward. Jaw unhinged. Ready to strike.
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Divine Healing
Mumkje Dyck goes to Juárez every three weeks for salt
pills to thin the blood crystals under her skin, crushed
chiles to deflate her swollen heart vessels and wonder
oil for the rheumatoid arthritis beginning to curl
her fingers like kjielkje noodles before they are
pressed flat. Mumkje is afraid
to drive in the city so she waits until Saturday
when her husband Abe, who witches for water
in the desert and drills wells for farmers, can
take her. Abe has been driving since he could reach
the tractor pedals and his Spanish is better since he used
to work as a day laborer, getting drunk in Cuauhtémoc
until he received a vision from the Lord, who spoke,
over the fire and the demons and the rock music,
Abe, you will be dead in two days, if you don’t
stop drinking. Now when he goes back to Mexico he knocks
zoot in an Allsup’s cup and scatters the shells
at a hundred miles an hour over Guadalupe Pass,
while he and Mumkje listen to Gloria Gaither shout Holy
Ghost Power, foreheads alight with oil, hands lifting in prayer.
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Neighbor
The screen door smacked against the frame as she let
herself in after a couple of soft knocks. And a nod
of acknowledgment from Leah, still a teenager then,
her ponytail slapping the backs of her knees hidden
under the denim skirt she sewed herself. Ankles exposed
as she hovered over the electric stove. I never learned
her name, the neighbor, a twenty year old Mumkje
so thin her wrist bones bulged as she drew her hand
up to her mouth. Jaw sharpened to a point. She was just
a few years older than us, from Chihuahua. Never
paid her rent on time and left her youngest daughter
in the same diaper all day while her husband worked
on a well drilling crew. Not quite legal, he was always
paid in cash. One day we peeked from behind
the curtains, as we dried the supper plates, unable to avert
our eyes from her screams in Plautdietsch at her son, about
to start kindergarten, riding his bike on the dirt pile between
the two houses. Look close, Leah said, no inner tubes,
only strips of rubber stuffed with rope. My dad says
that’s how the old time Dietchas still do it in Mexico. If
we were English we would have already called
CPS, but mom says we have to help our own so they don’t
get deported. Lips clasped, barefoot and hair tied
back under her Düak with a bobble, the young Mumkje
clenched a stack of mail in her fist. Sitting straight-backed
at the kitchen table across from us she stared down
at the ground, cracked and floral and Leah ripped
the tops off the envelopes, hieroglyphs rising from her lips.
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Still in the Land
Dee räden nich frädlich, oba komen met faulsche Beschuldjungen opp jäajen de Stelle em Launt.
Psalmen 35:20
A rainbow beach ball smacked the uncovered
arms of barefoot Dietcha teens from campo 23,
junges and Ma’jalles old enough to work but not
to get married, gathered every Sunday after
church in the summer, behind Pete Friesen’s shed
across the path from Johnny Thiessen’s rows
of apple trees on the way to campo 24. No sand
or net, just an open pasture and Waylon Jennings
playing on a battery powered eight track. So loud
that no one heard the crack against the horse’s back
or the crunching of the preacher’s buggy behind them
until he grabbed Anna Fehr by the wrist as she jumped
and stretched out her palm to spike the ball. Her best
lavender dress fluttered up over her hips and before
she could reach down to cover her thighs, her face
smashed into the dirt. The eight track still screamed,
but nobody moved as the ball rolled toward the road.
the preacher sprinted. Soot colored coat flapping against
the knees of his black Bekjse as he snatched the ball out
of the ditch. Shouting, he raised the rainbow globe above
his black hat before he thrust a screwdriver into the plastic
skin. It didn’t pop, just shriveled up, but they knew
he wouldn’t stop until the land was quiet. He walked away
in silence: Waylon Jennings crushed beneath his tall black boots.
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A Warning to Ma’jalles Too Young to be Waitresses
Dietchas en Mexico say that Dietchas
en Seminole are in sin, zahn mat Welt.
Once you cut your braids, its mat Welt
the neighbor’s lips twist, mat Welt.
Diewel! lines under the eyes,
death metal on the wrist, mat Welt.
Inflatable beach balls and English
songs and sun bikini bliss, mat Welt.
If your ears are ringing someone is
talking about what you did, mat Welt.
Sin is in the heart and the mind
but especially in the hips, mat Welt.
Ma’jalles stay at home because
the boys only want to kiss, mat Welt.
Fohse ahph!, Those who leave never
come back, but are missed, mat Welt.
We are a people who wander but to
wander from wandering, that’s mat Welt.
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Hick’s Supply (A Franchise of Do It Best TM, Inc.)
My husband says I remind him
of an old Mennonite truck
driver who used to come in
the store. Except I have more
teeth. Just one stump in the front,
never bought much. Screws, timing
belts, box fan and a can of WD-40. Like me
he never throws away old keys, rubs
them down to the nub and speaks
nostalgically about things that are
happening right now.
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The Wandering Heart of Cornelius Klassen: Mennonite Cowboy

[Alfonso Herrera Sanchez Pareja, La colonización menonita [1974]]:

con pocas

herramientas

hacer

florecer

la tierra.

los menonitas

no

se llegan

lejos por

el constante

golpeto

lo incómodo
que resulta

del hierro
sobre tereno

macizo.
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***
[Darp Mechanics]
Cornelius Klassen parked his pop-up trailer in his son’s backyard
after he was declared dead for the second time
on an operating table in El Paso, Texas, raised, like Christ,
ribs thrust upward as he gasped his first breath,
again. Popping open his kjnipse Hamd to reveal the incision
to his grandchildren. Skin stretched over
the thin metal box implanted just beneath the collar
bone. A machine, but not like the tractors he used
to haul on his semi over the mountains in Chihuahua. And air,
compressors, diesel engines, anything second hand Dietchas
bought at auction. After he got the pace-maker put in, he couldn’t
make any more bets with his social security checks. No more
scratch offs or pick six, beer or cigarettes, because he wasn’t allowed
to drive anywhere (though his son kept tags on his ’85 Cadillac,
no air in the tires, just in case he got better). Easy chair slumped,
undershirt and boxer shorts. Not knowing his grandson
at the Farm Supply would have snuck him Mega Millions,
tall boys and Swisher Sweets to share in the bag of Big
Macs he brought when he dropped by to recite The Education
of a Wandering Man. Lined across the spine. Pulp
westerns stacked on Cornelius’ night stand. Stories that surprise
like the sharp crack of a Winchester
and move like the lonely howl of the wind across
an empty plain on the long ride home.
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***
Freizeit, such a fun time. Summer ends with a crunch
of Rollküchen and cool Rebooze on the tongue. Thick
Mumkjes swat flies, pretending not to notice the Junges
and Me’jalles sneaking to the shop behind the house. He called
her smokje Me’jal and she watched him caress
the buttons of a second-hand accordion. Cowboy
hat tilted back like Antonio Tanguma. Rey
de acordeón. El mero mero de las sierras. Tu eres
mi media naranja. That’s Spanish for my other
half. Playing “El Naranjo.” Her favorite. He learned
it in the cantinas while his brother hustled eight
balls into corner pockets and his cousin, fist rattling, screamed
he would smash the skull of the next Mexa who talked
shit about Dietchas. They stuck with him the first time
he saw her. Out in the road for Sunday bunching. Pony
tail smacking against her hips while she walked arms locked
with a brood of Darp girls. Mennonite cowboys, thumbs stuck
in starched belt loops. Swaggering, Kjnipse undone. Schloabeksje slung
across apple branches. Weltmenschen on a Straum Mumkje
prowl. Cherry Mooss cheeks whispered to one another behind
closed fingers. Eyes averting bodies defined by sweat. Before snatching
a second look. But Maria, silent, eyebrows raised, stared at Kjnals
and tilted her neck toward her parent’s Somma Stoowe. He nodded,
slipping a cigarette between his lips. Smoke rising in the darkness.
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***
He said the catechism. A few drips of water
splashed on his hair, freshly cut by his mother
on the front porch. Apple faced, his sisters
whispers boom behind cupped fingers, we saw
Kjnals walking with a girl after church. Shaking
the hair from his collar he shrugged, but later
that year he knelt next to Maria Krahn
at the front of the Old Colony Church. Their backs
turned to the entire Darp. Her black wedding
dress grazed his sleeve, dark, for denial
of self, as he reached for her hand, their fingers
interlocked while the Bishop rambled. He remembered
the streams that ran down her back. Spotting her
baptism dress. Bride of Christ white. He peeked
during the closing prayer and saw the empty
wall behind the pulpit. Light splashed along the edges.
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***
[George Kroeker, Unofficial Poet
Laureate of the Mexican Old Colony
(In Exile), Circa 1969]:

[Calvin Wall Redekop, Dr., and resident Mennonite
ethnographer, speaking
on his behalf, will be live (from Goshen College)
in translation] Yes, there is no sin
anymore a man can’t
find today. [with the intention of retaining
meaning over form] However, if
someone’s tractor wheel has rubber around it,
[monitored through self-surveillance] soon
there is judgment.
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***
Katechismus: oder kurza und einfache Unterweisung, a brief
instruction for young people, in the form of questions
and answers. When a brother in the church has made
a misstep, how are they to be dealt with? Article 12
Of the evangelischen Bann. Church discipline. Its withdrawal
and application. If he neglects to hear or lives in gross sin,
what should be done with such a person? The Lord Jesus
Christ gave to his church the keys of heaven to bind
and set free and commanded that all annoying
or vexing and disobedient members of the church should be
banned from his love and the church. In order to improve those
who have become separated from the church they must be kept
apart and shunned. In this way they will be ashamed, not
for destruction of the banned, but rather, for penance
and conversion of disgraced and crushed hearts. After he has
become truly penitent it is sufficient, that he was punished
by many. Kjnals, you better make sure you don’t come back
unless you’ve repented in front of the Je’meent and drive out
the Deiwel. The Old Colony Bishop snipped. Preachers and deacons
from the Darp nodded, hushed and unanimous, but fingers still
outstretched in his face, because he said he’d never stop. Driving
semi-trucks to make a living. The third person this year
and it’s only February. Otherwise, you’re going to hell. At least
that’s what they wrote on the paper. And spat
behind his back. Spatsearen in the feed store and the frutería.
Derjch dee Bloom fe'talen. Freizeit whispers. Silent
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visiting days and Sunday lunches. No hoonsbrooden or warm
buns. Rhubarb jam, Kjnipsebrat or knocking
zoot. Sugar cubes or bitter coffee. Kjnals was
wiekjlerig. Too much for his own good. The Lord will hold him
accountable for what he knows. Somebody should have
snapped his will. A strong rod. A submissive child. Everyone knows
he’s selling tractors with rubber tires. He spent too much
time in Mexa shops and bars. Worldly women who left
their hair uncovered. Now it’s too late. Es ghet zu wheit. He has gone
too far. Dietchas speak through the flowers. He didn’t
need to read it. Everyone already understood. En Kjokjebaun.
Excommunication. Thrust into his open fist.
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***
When he left his truck he had a whole pack of Marlboros
stashed inside the glove compartment. That’s when he saw
John and Dave, yellow nailed, coughing, Schloabeksje
dusted with smoke. They didn’t run, but waited
for the snap of his belt, with the eagle buckle. Or a hand
across the seat of their pants. Could he still even spank them
if he was never home? He called them over to sit beside him
on the semi’s running board, and said, Junges, be good. Go
to church and learn your catechism. Try hard in school
so you won’t be ignorant. Listen to your mother. She is
a good woman. Ne scheina Frü. Too many tears. You don’t
want to end up like me. Let’s go for a ride. Climb up boys
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***
Martha polished the bottom of the pitcher. Hips pressed
against the register. Metal hoops swinging as she whistled
at the cowboy nursing his last Tecate. At the end of the bar.
A regular. Small time pool hustler. Tapped his boot to jukebox
corridos. But didn’t dance when the banda played on Saturdays.
Slammed whiskey those nights instead. His face refracted
in the mirrors as he turned and walked towards her. Hey Güero,
¿porque hablas bien español? Balanced on the stool across from Jesus
peeking out her cleavage. He laughed. Nací en México. Vivía
allá en el otro lado por todo mi vida. Hasta ahora. No manches,
Güero. ¿De donde eres? No pareces mexicano. Tracing the ring
around his beer, he smiled. Sí, puro mexicano. Chihuauhense. ¡No
chinges güey! En serio. Soy de Cuauhtémoc. La tierra de los
menonitas. ¿Menonita? ¿Como los queseros? ¿En ovrol?
Sí, pero no soy quesero. Soy troquero. Y esta ropa me pones
mas guapo. ¿No? Shaking her bouffant she laughed. No pareces
menonita tampoco. ¿Si eres menonita porque estás aquí? ¿En un bar
en El Paso? His hat drooped and he tipped back his Tecate. Chewing
his lips. Es complicado. Martha touched her chin
to the counter and fingered the brim of his knock-off Stetson. ¿Como
te llamas Güero? Cornelio. Dime algo en alemán Cornelio. ¿Algo
Dietsch fe’talen? Du bas smokje Me’jal. Ne scheina Frü. ¿Que significa
eso? Solo voy a decirte si vienes conmigo. She smiled. Red and white
beams splashed against her eyelashes as he reached up and touched her cheek.
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***
[Darp Mechanics, Redacted]
Between Sunland Park, New Mexico, and Villa Ahumada, he ran
out of gas. Again. Alone in his sleeper he watched honest
Abe get sucked into the Wicked Winnings
slot machine. Just one last time. Before he warmed up
the semi’s diesel engine. Logged his load and headed south
toward Cuauhtémoc. Toward crisp apples and warm
bread. Ten pairs of feet. Bare for the summer but soon
in stockings and boots for the harvest and hog boiling. Except
the pig pen was empty this year. Only few old hens. Tired
mare struggling to pull the cart to Saturday market. No
noise on the CB until the next morning. Palm raised against
the sun. Scouting the expanse of asphalt in either direction
while mirages reverberated beneath the Sierra Madres ¿Adonde
vas hermano? El Paso. He waited. Thumb outstretched.
Hungry? Elmer’s Family Restaurant, serving you proudly
since 1959, still has the cheapest breakfast
in El Paso, $1.99. Eggs, bacon, sausage,
hotcakes and an endless cup of coffee. Bring
the family and come by for dinner to try
our fried chicken platter for only $4.99.
In the mood for something Mexican instead?
Our authentic enchiladas verdes have just the right
amount of spice. Whatever you choose, top it off
with our delicious apple pie and homemade vanilla
ice cream. Conveniently located next to the Econolodge
on Montana. Open late. Truckers always welcome.
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***
He said he would stop driving truck. Always
after the next baby. Then he said someday
the preachers will say driving is ok. Their oldest
presses against the backyard pump. Water drips
into buckets soaking diapers. Wranglers, tighty
whities, Scholabekjse and floral dresses cranked
this morning flap in the afternoon wind. Mending
socks and missing buttons before supper. Alone,
with six mouths outside yanking weeds
from the wheat and shoveling out the chicken
coop. Two more at her ankles. A pot of choblin
gurgling on the stove and a kick inside her gut.
Clods of blood, thick, behind her that night as she
stumbled, womb open, toward Quita Lupita. Shaking
the oldest children awake. She breathed. Watch
the Junges. I’m going to walk to the hospital. I’m not
sure when I’ll come back. Waxing moon only conjured
shadows on the caliche path. She waved her arms
into the headlights of a passing tuck. Jesucristo,
señora, ¿que le paso? She could only clutch the mass
contracting under her night dress. Silent. As the man
lifted her up into the front of his pickup.
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***
This passport is the property of the government
of Canada. A Canadian citizen is a British subject.
In the name of Her Majesty the Queen
to whom it may concern, allow the bearer to pass
freely without any hindrance and afford
assistance and protection as may be necessary.
Maria watched the flash pop for the second
time in her life after Cornelius decided
to hire a smuggler to sneak the kids and her
over the border. Last time she clasped a hand
over her mouth. Shocked her cousin hid
a camera in his house. Newly engaged fingers,
locked, popped open. Red faced, she raised
her ear from his shoulder. Tightening her Duäk
and swatting her dress, she shifted away from Kjnals’s
grasp. Now, the passport maker in Cuauhtémoc
didn’t need to tell her not to smile. She already knew
what to say when Cornelius came back. Do you want us
to be stuck inside somebody’s trunk? With a stranger?
Dot mindt nush, “it’s expensive.” He makes good papers.
We’re not criminals. We’re going to Canada. The right
way. No more excuses. She remembered when she decided
she didn’t need his permission. The orchard sagged
with the first year’s harvest. The boys making apple
boxes from old pallets for extra pesos. John Letkeman said
we can have them packed up in my truck by tomorrow
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I’ll haul them to market and bring back your share. Eight years
before she packed the last dirt around the saplings. Staked
and tied trunks against wind storms. In the spring she snaked
a drip hose row by row. Bucket feeding trees out of reach. Snapping
leaf masses every summer. But it was only business
when Cornelius came home. There were no pigs, chickens,
or apple trees as far as he was concerned. The first years there was
no fruit. The next years, they were small and sour. But the last year
she squatted and pointed upward so Dave could see. Now, son, we have
been faithful and the Lord has given us a harvest. But Cornelius
appeared. Raging off a South Dakota haul. Get those apples
off that truck. I’m not going to pay Jake Letkeman when I can
take them into town myself. He peeled off the yard with a whole semi
load. Orphan apples cast under the mud flaps so he could slam
the trailer shut. Three nights later his headlights sprayed
her face where she prayed in the kitchen. The boys didn’t
run to meet him but kept the covers over their heads
as his boots crunched against the concrete. Maria screamed
Where’s the money Kjnals? He answered. Just above
a whisper. That’s none of your business. Reaching
over she smoothed her youngest’s hair and looked
at the camera. Be still, Trudy. Make a serious face. Good. A frown.
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***
After the children got finished flipping
the light switches on and off and running
water from the faucet. Smashing snow
in each other’s faces. Riding bicycles
and arguing in English. Official Landed
Immigrant Status. Duäks folded
in her bottom drawers. Nude
lipstick. Home permanent and new
pairs of slacks. Maria thought
Cornelius would come back and live
in Canada. With the family. Maybe work
with his brother. Roofing. Be home for supper
or at least for Hoonsbrooden. Sunday family
gatherings. Rotary phone cord wrapped
around her knuckles, spatsearen with her sisters
in Mexico. Tina told me Jake Loewen saw him
at The Border Truck Stop. Hauling a John Deere
and a Mexa woman swinging from his side mirror.
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***
[Darp Mechanics, Redux]
He looks up and sees the roof strained under the weight
of even just a few raindrops that he catches with five
or six metal buckets inside the house. No wonder
Martha left after his second heart attack, taking
all her Vicente Fernandez records, George Jones
eight tracks, Tigres del Norte cassettes. Intocable
CDs. Even before she moved in with her daughter, he played
solitaire down at Border Machinery. Middle-Aged Mennonite
men deal with all the heavy equipment now. Darp mechanics
and business men raised up by their fathers to drive
truck. He sold them his last machines to pay off
his gambling debts. Before he lost another accordion
and ten thousand in Vegas. Cash from his brother to start
a new business. They let him hang around. Slurping
coffee and smashing cigarette butts. He fingers the machine
under his skin and presses his hearing aid against the receiver.
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***
Do you have an ugly house that you need to sell quickly? Are you
upside down in your mortgage? Facing foreclosure? Have
unexpected medical bills or legal fees? Or just need cash now? Does
your house have structural problems? Is it located
in a less than desirable neighborhood? Don’t worry! We couldn’t
care less how ugly your house is! It’s fast and easy to sell
your home to We Buy Ugly Houses® and we pay CASH! Contact
a We Buy Ugly Houses® franchisee to learn more!

Hello, this is Honey, you have reached
Elmer’s. How may I help you?
Yes, I know him. Oh God,
what happened? He was just

here yesterday. Oh, thank you
Jesus. No, I’m ok. I’ll check and see
if he left his cellphone. I’ve served
Mr. Klassen for years. He is one
of our best customers. Black
coffee, two eggs, pancakes, bacon
and hotcakes. I was just afraid
you were going to tell me
he died. You know, because
he has heart problems.
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***
[Darp Mechanics, Resurrection]
His brother, dressed in white, chips of ice packed beneath
his body, waiting, not able to rise until that day when Jesus
comes back to the campo. Watching water drip from the end
of the coffin, Cornelius fingers his excommunication
papers in his pocket. The Darp is different now. Mumkjes gossip
on cell phones, Me’jalles jump on trampolines and preachers
drive power stroke diesels. Restaurante La Sierra Thiessen se vende
pizza estilo Menonita. Talleres almost every kilometer. Tractopartes
Dyck. Maquinarias Friesen. Refacciones Guillermo Peters. Centro
de Servicios Fehr. Yonke de Neufeld. Ferretería Casa
Rempel. Autos Seminuevos Lowen. Industrias Reimer. Llantera
Klassen. Now some young men have even started to work
for narco-traffickers. Cash money. American dollars. Fat pockets don’t come
from driving trucks or tractors. Two Dietchas tried to unload
a truck full of dope at Cornelius’ shop. But he shouted. If you don’t
get those drugs of my property. I’m going to call the cops. It’s just
business Kjnals. Don’t you want to make money? Cornelius spat. Yes,
lots of money, but a very short life. Don’t be afraid
of honest work. I already told your boss no. I don’t want to see
you here again. At Faspa after the funeral.
his sister whispers, Kjnals you should try to get your excommunication
removed. That way when you die you’ll be, in seelich soawen,
a state of grace. Exiled. Deported. Excommunicated. Mennonites are
like ants. We always find the cracks and crawl back up.
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***
[Kelly Lynn Hedges, (Yale University Dissertation, 1996)]
Plautdietsch and Huuchdietsch in Chihuahua:

language, literacy and identity. The threat
of excommunication no longer carries physical

banishment. Excommunicated. Old Colonists can
remain in their homes and retain contacts. No longer

must a disaffected Old Colonist choose
an unsatisfied life in the community or life
in the world completely
cut off from friends and family.

[Bourdieu]
what speaks is not
the utterance, the language
but the whole
social person

[1977]

once ownership seemed to be
allowed by leadership there
was a rush to purchase
cars and trucks
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In celebration of the dedication

of the new Old Colony

church in El Valle, the sixty seven

elders, gathered from across Chihuahua

for this occasion,

recommend to the Elesta

signed below

of Colonia Manitoba (in place of the original

excommunicating Bishop,

now deceased)

Cornelius Klassen, be

released from membership, lifting

the evangelischen

Bann and permitting

contact with church

members in good standing
and will no longer be named

in the congregational records.
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***
Services will be held today for Cornelius Klassen, 78. His sons, Pastor
Dave Klassen of Seminole and Pastor John Klassen of Canada will be
officiating. A donation box is available in the back for anyone
who would like to help with expenses. Interment will be at Gaines
County Cemetery. Please make your way to your vehicle and switch
on your headlights. You are invited to join the family
for a fellowship meal at Sommerfeld Mennonite Church after the funeral.
Carpet seams snagged the wheels of Maria’s walker as she leaned
over Cornelius’ metal box. Straw hat. Dents pressed outward. Silver
bolo and striped kjnipse Hamd. Sleeves folded across his chest. The last time
she saw him sleeping. In her apartment. Aylmer, Ontario. After Martha
left. Cornelius came to Canada. No business. Just a visit. To see some
of his kids. Grandkids. Cousins. Sisters. Brothers. And his wife. Standing
in her doorway, shifting his boots and fingering the frame, he asked, Has du
mi fa’javen Maria? Yo, Ekj koa jie fa’javen. I have forgiven you, but it’s hard
Kjnals, to forget what you’ve done. I can’t change that, but I am sorry. Nodding,
arms folded across her chest. Ni yo, dot nu zo gout. Well, that’s good
enough. You can stay with me if you want. So you don’t have to
get a motel. Yo, I’d like that Maria. Come in Kjnals, I’ve got some
coffee on. He spent the night. Scrunched up on her sofa.
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***
Cornelius dozes. Eyelids spring with a jolt
of light against the sierras. Cold
gaps in his jacket as he blows, palms
pressed before striking
a match against his Wranglers. Soon
he will ride. Ojo
de la Yegua. The campo where Maria shifts,
blouse and skirt concealed
beneath her nightdress. She will see him,
single ember illuminated,
above a black mare bought with cash
from stacking crates of apples
and stoking flaming barrels in the orchards
before icicles could form
on the branches. Raising a finger
to her lips Maria will press
mazapán into her sister’s palm. Soft,
hand on the knob so she won’t
wake her parents. She will part
the kitchen curtains and remember
her hands locked around his knipse,
the hooves of the yegua pounding
tierra colorada. The fields, infinite before
them fanning out into darkness.
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Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire
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When you awaken an observation, a certainty, a hope, they are already struggling
somewhere, elsewhere in another form.
Édouard Glissant
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Invocation
For the wound that is staying thank you.
For the wound that is leaving thank you.
When someone says that you are acting
mat Welt just smile and say thank you.
Anywhere blows are received and brutality is
revealed, take another please, thank you.
Don’t try to fix the electric fence because
prohibido el paso need not apply, thank you.
On behalf of the municipal education board’s
school of hard knocks downtown, thank you.
India, foster sister locked out of the kitchen, for
not snitching to Mother England, we thank you.
The assassin’s bullet bends toward justice but
immolation’s lighter fluid says no thank you.
The effigy is ablaze and it’s coming down on your
head, for the warning and illumination I thank you.
Mujeres de Juárez who carry dead jovenes and scream
no mas sangre, Santa Muerte says, fuck you.
For all those who left before me and to those who
stayed after me I will always be grateful, thank you.
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Self-Portrait on Montana Street
Passing La Voz Que Calma El Desierto Iglesia Pentecostes at seventy miles per hour
I still feel the sting of your black
blood clinging to my callouses. I tread
above you not knowing what lies
beneath the desert. While I was
wide-eyed, shaking, you revealed yourself
to me. An oilfield flare flickering,
180-West. I stood, palpitations rising
from your white and yellow lines, stretching
far beyond my red blinking light. I let
you lead me Montana,
past Little Albuquerque
past Happy’s with the missing “p”
past Victory Center Homeless Shelter
past eight dollar haircuts from Abel
past Patsy Cline and the California Raisins
past the Halfway Bar and the half-finished house
past Fiesta Adult Video Supercenter
past Lee Trevino, Joe Battle, and George Deiter
past Beer and Flats Fixed Here. Past Guadalupe
pass. Blessed be. Black tie that binds.
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The First Apostolic Church of Tall Boys Inc.: Sunset Heights Park, 10:30 pm
Soap box lover. Street preacher. Who ate the Baby Jesus? My man
the homeless man. With the Sponge Bob backpack. Burden is
light. Light gonna let it shine. Follow behind. If you want
to see. Victory is mine. Twisted hands stretching toward
the sky. Soon and very soon. We are goin’ to see
the king. Sister Strange say, bright blue ghetto grandma
sing your song. A’ight. Simple man. Rasta man. I see
that hand! Can I get a witness? What, what? Do you
love? Oh you know. Lemme hear you say it. Stampin’ stilettos
on hard wood floors. Swayin’ can you hear me sayin’ Amen.
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Smokers always want to stop
and talk. The slowness of burning
papers ignites conversations, tapping
ashes into aluminum cans while bumming
a lighter. Can you spare a cig, if we share it?
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On Smoking My First Cigarette: The End of Lent (an Episcopalian Easter)
Do you mind if I smoke? Does it bother you
to know I do? I see. I thought I smelled
it on your boy when he was lying
on our couch. Don’t be crazy. Of course,
you can have one. Make sure you suck
in when you light it. Wait, it’s gone
out. Try again. Now you’ve got it. Breathe
but not too deep. Yep, first time you can’t
stop coughing. It’s not smooth, like hookah,
but so good. I’d do it more, if I didn’t
have to stash packs in my drawers. Girls
in bed. Covers pulled up to their noses.
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Like There’s No Tomarrow
I always used to spell tomorrow
with an a : t-o-m-a-r-r-o-w, and I
wrote it that way, the o stretched
out, up through the nose into
the marrow of finger bones, blunt,
calloused. The raw meat of a firm
handshake. A man’s word instead
of lawyer talk. No libel, except
tomarrow its li’ble to rain. And all
of the tomorrows came back red
on my papers, but I never could
remember that tomorrow didn’t
have a tail in the middle because
all my teachers said tomarrow, like
me. But I always knew that
me and the teachers were different
from trashy white people who said them
apples and pointed with cigarette
butts smoking. Saying this here, nails
yellow, fingering name badges, while
I wrote a blog in high school on Open
Diary.com. And knew vocabulary was
critical to my elevation. That’s why
it’s called higher education. I thought,
I’m not like y’all. Forget you. I’m going
to college. Exasperated, (I used a big
word) I wrote online. Tomarrow I’m
out of here. And Anonymous, some
commenter I didn’t even know wrote,
what’s wrong with you? You must be
some kind of redneck hillbilly
to actually spell tomorrow that way.
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Hymn to All the White Trash Who Will Never Be in Poem
(for Luis Alberto Urrea “Hymn to All the Vatos Who Will Never Be in a Poem”)
All the white trash down by the river
All the white trash driving home from night shift
All the white trash barefoot in the front yard
All the white trash waxing power stroke diesels
All the white trash watching Jerry Springer
All the white trash honkey-tonk and heavy metal
All the white trash working hard or hardly working
All the white trash playing Call of Duty
All the white trash kids on the honor roll
All the white trash kicking honor student ass
All the white trash rolling their own cigarettes
All the white trash back from Iraq and Afghanistan
All the white trash angry young men
All the white trash millionaires, temporarily embarrassed
All the white trash hunting off the drilling rig
All the white trash rocking it at Sturgis
All the white trash praying to hit the pick six
All the white trash told to check their privilege
All the white trash even all the racists
All the white trash honk if you love Jesus
All the white trash pounding Buds with Vatos
All the white trash wondering what the fuck privileged is
All the white trash Sunday saints and Monday ain’ts
All the white trash and their friends in low places
All the white trash outsourced to India
All the white trash can’t hear shit because of Korea
All the white trash still standing in rice patties
All the white trash even god-dammed hippies
All the white trash protected by Smith and Wesson
All the white trash gettin’ ready for Armageddon
All the white trash Pecos Bill, Paul Bunyan, and Elvis
All the white trash shit kickers and cowboys
All the white trash even all the faggots
All the white trash even all you posers
All the white trash even those with pussies
All the white trash even the deniers
All the white trash wearing a suit on the outside
All the white trash know white trash is on the inside
All the white trash angry old men
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All the white trash sure that no one sees them
All the white trash sure that no one hears them
All the white trash sure that everyone hates them
All the white trash angry ‘cause the joke’s on them
All the white trash watching Roswell skies
All the white trash blonde and dark roots rising
All the white trash shirtless under the universe
All the white trash him and her and y’all and them
All the white trash arms raised for the Rapture
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Dispatches from the Outposts of Empire
vanquished peoples are not really subjects of the empire until their
imagination has been taken captive—Colossians Remixed: Subverting the Empire

My great-grandfather lost his native tongue
when his father slammed his fist down
on the kitchen table and shouted, in this house
we speak only English! The first and only time
he visited us in West Texas he looked out
the window, the eyes of a farmer, I have never seen
such a God-forsaken and ugly piece
of country. The tallest mesquite trees reach
the lone star belt buckle of a full-grown roughneck,
work boots swallowed by sand. And the world
is flat and full of pump jacks, as far as he can see. Fire
from oil field flares, jagged against the horizon, like arsenic
molecules leaked into the aquifer, overnight. poison,
like Percy Sheridan, the Civil War general, full of spit,
if I owned Texas and hell, I would rent out Texas and live
in hell. The center of the world, where children, silent,
mouthe, the Devil. And point down to the bad place,
but West Texas bends upwards toward the desert at ten
feet per mile. So no one notices that insults come from below
the Caprock. Rednecks, ignorant, oil trash, backasswards,
shit-kickers, hicks. Permian Basin folks don’t think
we look like Frantz Fanon, but we are still drops of sun
under the earth. Certain of the worst about ourselves,
middle of nowhere, Semenhole, Seminhell, dust bowl, Shittenhole,
get out of here and never come back, because the tractor
possesses the man. Help wanted at for-profit prisons, nuclear
storage centers and the great commission to talk more shit
about other places to prove we are better than trailer trash,
roughnecks, meth-heads. Welfare queens and anchor
babies, sand niggers, camel fuckers, wetbacks,
and faggots! Nobody hates America more than godless
liberals! Why should I have to press one for English?
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And the Universe Bends
Hunger is no excuse for a man to steal,
but the arc of the universe bends toward justice.
Take a hollowed outcast from the inside
and the palm of her hand bends toward justice.
Surrender, the weight of the man and his boxes
because the wheel of his bicycle bends toward justice.
Every thread in every stitch of her machine bends toward justice
and the sweep in the tip of his broom bends toward justice
and the ding of the paleta man’s bell bends toward justice.
The scales are stacked in favor of the rich man
but the sharpness of the sickle bends toward justice.
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Second Shift
to the mujeres at Fresh Start Laundry, El Paso, Texas

She told me she wants to have sex
with you tonight after she saw
your ass in those skinny jeans with
the rhinestone flaps. And that tight
t-shirt from three years ago. La High
Tiger Pride. Before you went down
to throw another load of strangers’
clothes on to the conveyor where
she and those bleach haired viejas
stripped static off of socks. Stacked
up, so that even the slowest comadre
could pack nine hundred blouses
per hour into baskets that roll.
And in that moment she was
certain that even though her pink
push up bra was almost two sizes
too small, that her caramel flesh
was so much lighter and smoother
than all the other señoras. Panzas
hanging over their tight sweat pants.
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Signs and Wonders in Austin, Texas
Once, she saw two men kissing. Under an umbrella, out
on an open patio. Hands cupped at the collar bone and back
of the neck. Probably, no more than eighteen or nineteen
nips on the mouth. Foreheads pressed together, so close she could
almost hear the breath passed between chapped lips. And a fist
slammed on the pulpit. Shaking. Thus sayeth the Lord. Do not
lie with a man as one lies with a woman. But she couldn’t.
Stop. Transfixed on the finger thrust upward. Tracing the edge
of his lover’s jaw. Snapping his neck back, he convulsed
with laughter when he saw her. Eyes uncovered and alight.
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El Amor Prohibido El Paso
If you have a light, stay outside,
no smoking allowed, prohibido el paso.
Creating a nuisance on the platform
is strictly forbidden, prohibido el paso.
Alien hunting in area 51, the government
says no, conspiracy theory, prohibido el paso.
Check your local listings this show is not
available in all areas, prohibido el paso.
Alien hunting in Arizona, the government
says yes, no tres passing, prohibido el paso.
Do not pass go, do not collect 200 dollars
go directly to jail, prohibido el paso.
This is America and we speak English,
Spanish is strictly prohibited, El Paso.
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Social work is where good people go
to have their souls stamped out faster than their clients
suck discount cigarettes, two packs for the price of one,
at the 7-11, but the paper gapes in the empty spaces
between the filter and the lighter, incense offering.
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When she saw his locks at the border wall protest
she dragged on her cigarette, an American Spirit,
like the oldest social worker at CPS. And laughed.
It’s a rare thing to see, a man in the activist scene
who shampoos his hair regularly. Lathering. Rinsing.
and repeating his sense of purpose, in order to clarify
misconceptions, which may arise about the colonizing
impact of the whiteness of his smile. A task second
only to his clenched fist, which has never struck anyone,
except that dude with the dreadlocks. Mr. Burning Man,
drum circle solidarity across the southwest. Who seduces
girls from the university, newly green and hugging trees.
Who normally wouldn’t let some dirtbag backpacker open
their chakras, but No More Deaths isn’t taking any more
interns this year. Hell, she been there, gotta start somewhere.
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A César Chavez
Hecho en Honduras by comadres who don’t
recognize your imagen in the screen
print machine. Or even catch
a glimpse of your face, broncido
against the background. Colorado
y negro. Sold, on the same street
in downtown El Paso where school
busses pick up migrantes, who sleep
on mattresses in front of Centro
Sin Fronteras, to the grandson
of a bracero who couldn’t
find a Che Guevara t-shirt.
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Social Activist Love Song
The only white bus driver in Chicago, a strapping young socialist,
whose swing shift distributions and demonstrations make him
suspicious of every inquiry into his private life, hey, where are you
going tonight? I’d like to see you outside of that Metro Authority
ironed, shirt starched, in handcuffs, but luckily, no one ever wants
to know what the hell he thinks he is doing with that stack of fliers,
printed in his ex-girlfriend’s basement. Out in the ‘burbs. (Except for
that hipster kid with the pervy blonde mustache, who sits next to
the speakers at the downtown coalition solidarity music festival,
and Mr. Thinks He’s Che Guevara just wants one so he can score
that new AmeriCorps VISTA volunteer’s address and phone number),
just called to say that he couldn’t make it to two dollar you call it
with us tonight because he was already shit-faced in his underwear
on the floor watching a Dorothy Day special on Catholic television.
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State of Texas Homeless Day in Count Survey, El Paso, Texas, 2011 (the Unofficial Results)
To get to our place take Montana west to I-10
then get off after six miles at Exit 19 downtown.
The filero on his day off me dijo, mira, mi libro
mija, aprendo frances en la library downtown.
What do you think? Am I in school? Do you see me
getting some fancy degree under a bridge downtown?
I have a master’s degree in engineering, but don’t
be so surprised to see me here downtown.
Of course I have a family! Do you think that I fell
from the sky and hatched from an egg downtown?
In 1992 Mr. Herbert Walker Bush pushed me
out of my house and on to the streets downtown.
You can go tell the VA they can’t do shit
because they don’t know my situation downtown.
Odessa, Texas. That’s where it’s at. Oilfield cash.
Maybe someday, but for now I’m stuck downtown.
Listen, I know a place where you can make out
with fast cash. It’s on Texas Street downtown.
Tell your friend that he can blow me for twenty dollars
behind the Sacred Heart Food Pantry downtown.
I have a trick waiting. Will this be fast? I wasn’t
always a lot lizard, I used to work downtown.
Lord bless you sister, are you with the Jesus
people that give out the burritos downtown?
I don’t need a toothbrush, honey, ‘cause I ain’t got no
teeth. Just coffee. It keeps me warm, here downtown.
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For Manufacturing Use Only: Texas Ave., Downtown El Paso
Can I have your name and the last four digits of your social security number?
Have you reviewed the high risk assessment poster? Have you ever participated in any of the activities
listed on the poster?
I will now ask you a series of questions. Please answer an audible yes or no.
Are you feeling well and healthy today? In the past two weeks have you had a cold the flu or flu-like
symptoms? Have you recently been to the doctor, hospital or had a tooth pulled in the last seven days?
Have you been hospitalized, had major surgery, or had an endoscopic examination using a flexible
instrument in the past twelve months? In the past twelve months have you had your ears or body pierced
or received a tattoo, acupuncture or permanent makeup? In the past twelve months have you been in jail
or prison for more than three days or had close contact with someone with viral Hepatitis? In the past six
weeks have you had a Small Pox vaccination or had close contact with the Small Pox vaccination site of
another? Since 1980 have you lived in our travelled to Europe? Have you or anyone in your family ever
been diagnosed with CJD? Are you currently taking Terazosin, Cerivastatin, Clairavis, Propecia,
Avodart, Accutane or any other medications not previously discussed? Have you ever been diagnosed
with heart, lung, liver or kidney disease had cancer, Malaria, Diabetes, convulsions, Syphilis, or
Gonorrhea? Have you been pregnant in the last six months?
Please read this statement out loud and sign on the line.
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An Adaptive Flocking Algorithm for Spatial Clustering: Waiting for the Bus Downtown

They say there are algorithms
for the way that birds
move that explains they are not
random. But a function
of a system that is as
perfectly designed
as the benches that don’t
have backs so that you won’t
stay too long. Or stretch your legs
over the bars for an afternoon
nap because you can’t fall
asleep standing up like birds.
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Rite of Passage
[Todavía, en el día de hoy, no sé quién eres]
Standing, swaying as one, not moving, tipping
into turns, dueling with the blue rutera
but today we make it. Like every day. Breathing
exhaust through open windows. Blaring
backpack speakers. No one talks
even los chavos colgados. Hanging out
the front are silent. Pero todos piensan.
How many
more
stops?
A hand. Whose hand? Not my hand.
My arm, arching above my head. Groping
for the metal bar. Warm. Everyone
staring ahead. Or behind. Or sideways
not blinking. All innocent except the one
with his fingers curled beneath my—
Stop! But not completely. Los de la prepa
run alongside. A few left behind. Somehow
more pasajeros pressed into our bodies. Our mass
of flesh. Our Lady of Guadalupe, looks down
on me. Maybe I imagined it. Maybe. It was
an accident. All I know is there are
too many people on this—stop. Shoved into
his hand with every lurch forward. The viejito,
the joven, the soldado, the papá? Stiff,
suffocated. By arms sticking straight up.
If only I could. See. Hear. Feel. Where his hand
begins and ends, then I could. Shift a centimeter
to the right or to the left, to the front,
or to the back. And just make it
stop.
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Maria, an American Citizen, to Her Husband _________
Lubbock, Texas, March 19th, 2011
I hereby declare, an oath,
that I absolutely and entirely renounce
and abjure all allegiance and fidelity
to any foreign prince, potentate, state
or sovereignty of whom or which I have
heretofore been a subject or citizen.
Maria spins the American flag between her
fingers, New Citizen Certificate pressed
against her knees. Her husband shifts
gears, smacking his chew. Don’t think
I won’t, wo-man. As he spits
into an empty Dr. Pepper can. She would
have bitten her lips yesterday, and maybe will
tomorrow, but today she speaks. You can’t
talk to me that way anymore. I’m
an American citizen now and the migra isn’t
going to take my green card away. I can
vote just like you. He turns his head
and spits again, lifting an eyebrow, but
she keeps speaking. You never let me see
my sister and always tell me I’m too stupid
to take GED classes. But I’m not
a good-for-nothing ________. I can
put on red lipstick and go to Wal-Mart
if I want. You aren’t the boss
of my life anymore. As he begins to raise
his hand from the steering wheel,
she pauses. And remembers. The night
he smashed her face into the carpet. Broken
teeth and blood on the floor as he ripped
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the tacones off her feet and set them
on fire in the front yard. She watched
the flames rise above the roof as he covered
the sparkles in lighter fluid. And came back
inside for her leather jacket and Mariah Carey
CDs. ‘What else you got wo-man?’ he pounded,
‘Nothin’. Because you ain’t nothing
but ______.’ Jaw cleched. Truck handle
pressed. She breathes. Pos, do it if you think
you’re a man. Now I can do whatever I want.
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La Miss
(Don’t tell the real Miss what I said when she comes back tomorrow)
Miss they said I’m
la mas ghetto of all
the girls here.
Miss they said I better
watch my back cuz they ain’t
gonna take this shit.
Miss ¿Tienes novio? ¿Porque
no? Tengo yo.
Miss they said he’s cholillo
but you can date my tio,
he’s barely twenty-six.
Miss don’t blame me
cuz that’s what me dijo
la otra miss.
Miss chillax. Everything
is going to be a’ight.
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El Chingón
I. (ARD) Notificacion de Reunion del Comite de Admision, Revision y
nosotros sabemos que
la educacion de su hijo es muy
importante. A usted le pedimos
y le animamos para que
podamos hablar acerca
de este programa.
Y usted tiene voz
en esa educacion. Si
tiene preguntas y quiere
hablar acerca
de su hijo o de los otros
servicios que no estan
enlistados. Por favor guarde
la pagina numero uno para los
archivos. Regrese esta pagina a
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II. CC:
The student will continue to be classified as LEP based on the unanimous decision by his assessment
committee that reviewed his most recent TELPAS evaluation in conjunction with his academic
performance outside the ESL classroom. The student has also been scheduled for his mandatory
quarterly ARD meeting to review his IEP and determine whether his modifications need to be altered
based on updated information provided by his parole officer to the campus administration, at-risk
coordinator and the student’s SPED instructors. The meeting will discuss reports from instructors and
other campus personnel that the student exhibits frequent outbursts of aggressive and violent behavior.
According to these reports, the student has exceeded the number of referrals allowed per semester and
contingent upon his ARD status, he is potentially at-risk of being placed within the campus’ alternative
education program, which is in violation of the terms set by the court to avoid placement within juvenile
detention. Additionally, the quarterly PEIMS report shows that the student has failed to meet the state’s
ninety percent attendance requirements. According to instructor attendance records, he has been absent
twenty five out of the last forty instructional days, which also violates the terms of his parole. The
campus administration and the student’s parole officer have repeatedly attempted to contact his
grandmother and other relatives by phone and a home visit has been requested by the campus’ at-risk
coordinator and the district’s CPS and DHHS liaisons; however, the students’ most recent address is not
on file.
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III. OMG!!! This Class Sux Balls!!!
u got d-tention 2 day? that bitch me dijo
que if I don’t turn in my work that shes
gonna put me in alternative for the rest of
the year. call my mom pos she doesnt care.
yeah. pero alternative is way better then real classes.
u dont do nothing and u go home early cuz they
dont want u there. think u r gonna punch some puta
for making fun of ur tie. ja ja.
maybe but u still got to sit all day with all those
dum asses specially that looser como se llama
thinks hes el chignon. he all ways talks shit
and one time he even put fire in the trashcan
so whut? el no viene ne-more ne-ways. he wuz
in the juvenile cuando I wuz in alternative last
time. plus sum of those boyz r hott!!! e-ven if
they r dum asses. tienen fine asses tambien!!!

u no whut gurl? I heard that Frankies cuzin
thinks u r hott!!! me dijo que who is that fine
ass at that quince before tu hermana made
u leave early. for reals. im not even playing.
whutevah! u no that im with Jaime since like
2 months already and hes so sweet and treats
me nice and he even buys me ne-thing I want
no way that Frankies cuzin is hotter than him
pleeze. u no hes a cheater. everybody says
that Brenda has been with him like a million
times since u got 2gether. plus where does
he get all that monie ne-ways. im just askin

u just tienes celos porque ur man cant get it
up. ja ja. prolly falls out of condoms and shit
y ya tiene bebes thats where all his monie is
cuz the court makes him pay his ex and not u
u can hate pero u know its true. the miss saw
him squeezing her chi chis out by the lockers.
dont lie. i no u member cuz that wuz the same
day that the crasy chingon punched the mister.
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Race to the Bottom (Nothing Less than Success)
As I pulled him away. Fists. Gripping another
boy’s uniform collar. Chain links indented
across his cheeks. He spat as he shook
himself from my grasp. We the baddest kids
in El Paso. The baddest, Miss. Calláte _____, stay
outta this! We throw rocks and we hardcore
thugs, Miss. Stone shattered against the cracked
cement. We don’t play around here, Miss. This is
for reals. We ditch in the mountains to go smoke
a blunt. We don’t apologize, not to no one. My teacher
is an ugly _____ and I say it to her face. Nothin’ happens
to me though. Nobody can touch this. Sinking
his finger into a soft shoulder. He smirked. Esta
here, she thinks she tough, but she just sucks
_____. Shut up fea, you know I ain’t lyin’ cuz I don’t
talk _____. Y ese. Always wants to fight me. Knuckles up
cuz I say his mama is a _____. But I’m just tellin’
the truth. Man, _____ you, your mama is a _____
too. No joke, Miss. We the baddest kids in the city,
and we’re proud of it. Hands raised. Again. This time
a hole. Fist sized. Gashed against his under arm
seams. Smooth flesh. Opened to the sun.
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A Prayer for Ciudad Juárez: Launch Pad Center for Youth Development, El Paso, Texas, 2010
I.
Frankie’s mom and I are almost the same
age. I help her carry a twenty pound
turkey and Thanksgiving groceries to her car. Little
faces press their noses against the windows
as she balances the basket below her baby belly
and laughs as we grunt. Es muy pesada. Sí,
I nodded pushing the load into the trunk. ¿Vas
a dar luz muy pronto, eh? Sí, una semana. Quizás
dos. As I wave and turn to walk back inside
to wait until all the kids had a ride, I try not to roll
my eyes at her husband slouching in the driver’s seat.
II.
The next time I see her pushing a stroller
into the center, she puts her arm on my shoulder
and labors in English. No pictures. No pictures.
She points to a clipping from The El Paso Times
Living section where Frankie, standing next
to an art project, beams under a headline
that reads: Downtown After-School Program
Inspires Youth. I swallow. Almost positive
she had signed a photo release form earlier
that year. Puzzled, as she continues to tap
the paper no words coming out, I ask, ¿No
fotos de Frankie? She nods, hands shaking
and finally able to speak, si ustedes quieren
tomar fotos para el centro o nuestra familia
es ok, pero no para el público. I stagger
and put my hand over my mouth. No tienes
la culpa, Miss. She strains a smile, es ok,
ustedes no sabían, and fingers the clown
smoking a joint on her arm. Laugh Now,
Cry Later outlined in black. I lift the article
toward the light, ink staining my hands.
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III.
I find Frankie face down
rolled into a ball under the table
in our tutoring room. Fingers curl
over his ears. Convulsing. Green
uniform shirt soaks in sweat. Hands
to the floor I press my face
against the carpet. Frankie. He moans.
It’s just balloons popping. From
the party. April birthdays. Some
kids just like to break them
after they’re done playing. Each new
explosion electrifies his limbs. He
remains unmoving even after the last
boom. It’s over Frankie. You can come
out now. If you want. I pull out
a chair and sit. Knees pushing up under
my chin. Arms slapping the metal
legs. And I wait until
he emerges, eyes down. To finish
the piece of cake he left
in the snack room. Fork still
plunged into the icing. Sticking straight up.
IV.
Frankie stacks his pencils. Soldiers sleeping
in regimented rows in his box. Spelling words
and multiplication tables immaculate. Stashing
away his tutoring bucks so he can add
to his stuffed animal village. The next time we go
to the Launch Pad Store. Two weeks since
the April birthday party. Biting his lip
as he counts his colored money,
he hesitates, but then starts to speak. Miss,
I want to pray today. I have a few things
I want to tell God. Come pray with me so
he’ll listen. Dear God. I pray that you are
taking care of my padrino now after they shot him
twenty times. And I pray that you will
kill those people that did this. And that you will
make them hurt really bad for what they did
because I hurt really bad too. Amen.
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V.
I drive by Houston Park. Faded asphalt. Official
Thanksgiving Parade Route. Cartoon turkey face
smashed under my tires. I see Jesús sitting
on top of a picnic table. Blue bandana cutting
across his eyebrows. Collar fastened against his throat,
all other buttons open, undershirt exposed. I remember
the last time I saw him. Three years ago. Jesús you know why
we had to kick you out. You can’t come here
and beat other kids up. You can come back when
you are ready to follow the rules. If you get into trouble
call us. Remember the man who came
and talked about gangs? He can help you
get out if you want. Shrugging the blue shoulders
of his middle school uniform. Whatever Miss,
you don’t care about me. ______ this _______.
I meet his eyes for an instant before he turns
to trace the jaw of the chola laying across
his lap. He throws his head back, laughing.
VI.
I’m afraid that a few years from now I’ll see
Frankie with Jesús on a picnic table. A call
on the phone, Miss, I’m in trouble. Teardrops
tattooed under his eye. Already he punches
third graders when he thinks I’m not
watching. Grades slipping. No longer begs
me to look at his honor roll certificates. Swear
words in Spanish. Even though he knows
I understand. How much is just
growing up? And how much should I be
worried about? Are you coming next time
Frankie? Yeah, I’ll be there Miss. And I won’t
see him for months. Maybe someday he won’t
come back. This number is no longer
in service. Driveway empty. School counselor
nodding. He left. Transferred schools. I have
the same information as you. And I’ll ask
the middle schoolers and high schoolers if they’ve
seen him. Yeah Miss, he goes to Guillen. No Miss,
he goes to Basset. Whatever, fools I heard he goes
to Riverside. All of you are liars he moved back
to Juárez. For years. Nothing. Until I find him, little
again in a glossy print. Laughing. Art outstretched.
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Recidivism is just
a long ass word and
adjudication means you can’t
read this. Sixteen, can’t read _____,
left on the walls after you tried
to eat your own ____. To say ______
them. But then, they stuck
your ass in “hotel,” solitary, how
you like it there? Is it like smoking
blunts and breaking probation? Swiping
40s from the 7-11 and masturbating
in the park? Is it like exposing
yourself to substitute teachers,
or is it more like clubbing
those ______ down at the Old
Plantation? Bat, black with blood
as you ran, like a little ______, but not
fast enough? Or, is it like bitch
slapping your grandma, then finding
out that every gangsta on the block
wants to smash your face. On the curb
teeth first, because they love
their mamas and hate little white
boys facing adjudication for ______
their sisters? Just wait until you are old
enough. You better watch your ass
out in population at Huntsville Prison.
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Repeat Offender: Under the Freeway Murals, Lincoln Park, El Paso, Texas
Take that eyebrow pencil away from that girl
in the Oakland Raiders jacket. With her ear
holes pulled open by fake silver hoops, a smack,
tat against her neck. And she’s about to tell some
bitch to get up out of her business. You know
that you should take it, by the way she drags
her black, week-old press on nails into the back
of that kid in the sideways cap. With his Dickies
hanging off his ass down to his work boots. She
hooked him up in a temporary position with
Southwest Staffing Solutions. Where people are
our business. Part-time. And he works with power
drills, spray paints, paint brushes, but no safety
glasses. He doesn’t take them home, though,
to show his cousin with the Kool-Aid moustache,
because he knows. That he would show Chapo
how to hold the can in his hand. With his finger
on the trigger. And blow the brains out
of everybody that says he’s good for nothing
but jail. Oye, this arte is not beautiful, it throws
up and bleeds. Broken teeth, dirty needles, spent
condoms, and tall boys with bullet holes: under
overpass bridges, crack houses, the back door
of Family Dollar, and on the front of Early Head
Start. And everywhere else white walls get
jumped because they just aren’t tough enough.
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Los Narco-Menonitas
Border agents realized they were encountering an unlikely breed of drug smuggler.
BBC News, 2009.

I.
Como hemos podido observar el problema
fundamental de los menonitas es precisamente
la falta de asimilación a nuestra comunidad
social y politica.
[La colonización menonita, 1974]

II.
Herman Swatsky keeps no less
than $20,000 in cash stashed
under his mattress and there
is more he buried in a toolbox next
to his shed. I watched him hide
the rolls of hundreds that time
when me and my brother dug his well
a couple months ago. His wife will be
home tonight. Tuesday is not a day
for visiting. I’ll knock, but wait
until I am inside. That way
she won’t know what’s coming.
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III.
He says he heard
it on the Mennonite radio, one of those
Saturdays he was listening
to jokes that aren’t funny
in English, singing along to hillbilly
gospel songs with a German
accent, that there are blonde haired,
blue eyed men in CERESO prison,
narco-menonitas from Chihuahua,
younges with cell phones and gold
teeth. And even old Mumkjes, hollowed
out Bibles filled with marijuana.

IV.
Meth, coke, and dope stuffed into hollow
compartments carved into queso menonita,
muebles hecho por la mano en Durango,
and oversized semi tires seized by customs
officials at the Bridge of the Americas
and Peace Arch International Park.
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V.
Sus nuevas generaciones han nacido
aqui. Son mexicanos. Pero pretenden vivir
interjados como un grupo extraño. Es necesario
que cumplan integramente con sucalidad de mexicanos.

VI.
Abraham Harms went out like any good padrino would,
como el Jefe, de los jefes. Super 40 Flowmaster,
treads flying off the custom chrome of his Pontiac
Firebird at 150 kilometers an hour. Smashing
his face first into the ditch as the Cuauhtémoc
police came to collect their mordida.

VII.
The fishermen saw the flowers first, satin
glints stuck in the net, as they struggled
to load it into the boat. Fabric dripped,
rotten colors through tears in the mesh
and a black shoe thrust out and slapped
at their legs. Then, a hand, bloated
and split open fell out on to the deck.
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El Orgullo Juareño
Si vives en Juárez
Eres de Juárez1
Si eres de Juárez
Ya no vives en Juárez
¿De donde eres?
Ya no

eres

de Juárez

¿De donde vives?
Si vives,
no es en Juárez
Si estás en Juárez
No
eres
Si eres en Juárez
No
vives

Ya

No

Eres

Ya
No
Eres
Mi
BOOM
BOOM

¿Quien, vive vive?2

Nadie, en Juárez

1. Un mensaje del gobierno municipal Ciudad Juárez:
¡Ser mexicano es un orgullo, pero ser de Juárez es lo mejor!
2. ¡Dime otra vez hermano! ¡Estamos en el templo de alabanza!
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Santa Muerte Drives a White Escalade (Con El Bandido Generoso)
[librame de males—pasados, presentes y futuros. . . ]
El Vaticano no creyó
que fueron santos y no quiso
canonizar. Los santos de los que hablan
fuera de la ley. Llevanme con bien
a mi destino. Ángel de los pobres,
Señora de las sombras. Skin
stretched over hollows, mirrored
sunglasses conceal. Tinted windshield. Narco-corridos boom
on shattered speakers. Silent music
only she can hear. She drag
races sola through strings of red
Christmas lights, spinning tinsel
tires. Picking up hitchhikers, cholas,
soldiers, lawyers, babies, viejas,
vatos, maquileras y Jesús
Malverde at the S-Mart in Anapra
and more souls twinkling in the valley
below. Cristo Rey. Políticos y altos
jefes tambien tienen su altar. La Muerte
swerves between ruteras, past checkpoints,
federales and roadblocks. La Patróna
está en todos lados. Over mountains
to the minefields. What remains
of old war games. Unexploded earth. Door
handles rattle. Reaching for power
locks as she accelerates. Sonic bang
into searchlights. Beaming.
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Shock and Awe
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After the Universe Breaks (the Domination Matrix, Overturned)
Every shopping cart, every bag of aluminum cans and every
pack of cigarettes ever sold is coming down on your head.
Every hair net, every mop bucket, every mess, every cleaner
and every tray of dirty dishes is coming down on your head.
every steel toed boot, every no-slip shoe, every box cutter and every
piece of anything ever assembled is coming down on your head
Every syringe, every 40, every condom and every piece
of plastic in that empty lot is coming down on your head.
Every brick from every building that you ever built
and then abandoned is coming down on your head.
All the piss and all the shit from every single open
sewer on the planet is coming down on your head.
Every bomb every bullet every toxic chemical ever
sprayed every tear gas canister that says made
in the USA. Anything that I can see. I will grab
with both hands. Everything in my reach and everything
out of my reach. Everything that you dumped
and then blamed on us is coming down on your head.
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Emma Goldman Falls in Love (with Tolstoy) at the End of the World
If there won’t be dancing at the revolution I’m not coming—E.G.
Such chances arise, and they alter and direct a
man's whole life—L.T. “After the Dance”

Yes, he is a pacifist, but does he believe
in dancing? I don’t know
if I could love a man
opposed to both war and dancing.
Would I choose a man, like my other
men with their hands on the trigger,
bracing themselves for the end of the line
dance, over this man
with empty hands with open
hands? Not a word
to say about dancing, except that once
while drunk, he watched a soldier
beat a man to death. With nothing
but his hands. And he still remembers
how the flies circled the body. The mass
of blood, after the dance.
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Those Who Stayed
Consumed by the earth those who stayed.
Jealous of Babylon’s whore those who stayed.
Not absent but never existed. Not could
have been, but never was, those who stayed.
All the ex-pats got evacuated, but the ones
who are loved are those who stayed.
Samaritan, untouchable, too poor to be
captive, exiles of exile, those who stayed.
Heretic sucked into the turbines of rapture.
to the pious contempt of those who stayed
still waiting to be
raised up from glory
to glory
to glory
to glory.
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[Darp Mechanics, Repurposed]
Isaac the Tall: Annunciation House Migrant and Refugee Center, El Paso, Texas
Saguaros loomed over a corpse. Face down in the desert. Humanitarian Aid Is Never a Crime. No More
Deaths. Poster, secured to the vent with masking tape. While we waited, I winced at coloring book pages
splattered across the fridge. Backwards Bs and Ds and Rs and Ss announcing their owners in crayon.
I turned to watch the braid slap against the volunteer’s biker jacket as he bent to record our sack of
clothes into the donation log. Klassen? Contorting his lips into a question mark. But then his teeth
emerged from under his moustache into a belly laugh. Imagine that! He slapped his jeans. Klassens
here. I’m a Klassen too. Isaac. He stood and stuck out his hand. The Tall. Everybody calls me that. To
tell me apart from all the other Isaac Klassens.
We played The Mennonite Game to see if we were related. I’m from Manitoba. Winnipeg area, but I
was born in Mexico. Swift Current Darp. Raised up in the Old Colony. Back in the old days. Horse and
buggy. No electricity. It wasn’t for me. Went up to Canada to work with my brother. Building houses.
Got my GED and became a special education teacher. Now I’m retired. He paused. And divorced.
Leaning against a scrap of paper nailed into a room divider, words from La Misa Campesina penciled on
top (Yo creo en vos, cristo obrero/ Creo en vos/ arquitecto, ingeniero/ artesano, carpintero/ albañil y
armador/ Porque estás vivo en el rancho/ en la fábrica en la escuela/ Creo en tu lucha sin tregua), he
listened as Jon explained the Mennonite in us.
Seminole? Yeah, I’ve got some relatives in Seminole. My cousin works at the machine shop on Lamesa
Highway. Most Mennonites there aren’t pacifist anymore. Americanized. Want to drive big trucks and
carry big guns. Settle down and get fat pockets. Not everyone, but it’s still a shame. It’s happening in
Canada too. I know, it’s easy to get sucked into and I made my share of mistakes.
These days can’t stay in one place too long. Thirty years in one town was long enough. I’m nomadic
now. Like our ancestors. Not just Mennonites, but all the way back to the first humans. To move. To
migrate. That’s what it means to be alive. Even if it’s just a little bit.
Oscar Romero and the murdered Maryknoll sisters peeked over his shoulders, as he asked, You heard of
Shane Claiborne and The Irresistible Revolution? Sustainability and New-Monasticism? Jesus,
indigenous. Electric blue crucifix. At the center of the campo centroamericano painted above the in-take
desk. Si Me Matan Resucitaré en Mi Pueblo. Awaited our answer. Before we could part our lips, Isaac
chortled. Of course you have, you have hair just like him! What’s that called? Dreadlocks. You two look
like gypsies wandering around downtown El Paso.
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Dreams in Exile: Spring, 2011
For Mariam

In my dreams an old woman cups her palm
over her mouth and whispers to me in Arabic,
pulling her hijab tight across her neck. The words
blurred hieroglyphics, like neon signs
of late night falafel vendors in Alexandria
and Amman. Where I first learned to read
in reverse. I try to remember, but it’s been
too long. This year is the first year
I’ve lived in the U.S. longer than I lived
in Egypt and Jordan. Looking over
her shoulder, she raises her eyebrows
and tilts her head in the direction she wants
me to follow. She is too fast, ducking under
the ropes and tarps of the makeshift market. Waving
her finger as if to say, no mangoes, no rice, no pirate
Michael Jackson CDs, or DVDs of Bruce Willis
or T-shirts with English print. She stops at a stall
and hands me a coke. Glass bottle cold
against my lips. I can see desert mountains
in the distance. Up ahead, she points to a bridge
where a naked man hangs. Hands tied. Head
severed. She begins to cough, a pile of garbage burns
in front of a concrete shell. Vacant windows,
rebar reaching up from the flat roof. A second story
never built. Now the streets are empty except for men
with clear shields and batons. AK47s strapped
against their chests. Clenched in my fist, a silver
cylinder painted like the American flag. Falling
back against the pavement, blood drips from my nose
and for the first time I can read. La Biblia
es la Verdad. White against the mountains. Policia
Federal across their helmets and flak jackets. Raising
her fist, the old woman begins to shout, as she looks
up. And evaporates when the Border Patrol
helicopter flies over my apartment.
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Nicene Question
Do I believe
in the black masked Zapatista
toting an automatic rifle Jesus?
That beret wearing Marxist
huddled in the trenches
a la izquierda con Che Guevara?
What about free love
infinitely chill acid droppin’
acoustic rockin’ Jesus?
What about ninja pirate Jesus,
or Jesus in a tuxedo
t-shirt at a Def-Leopard concert?
Or pseudo-historical Jesus
who didn’t really exist, except
on paper? Or pop psychology
Jesus raising my self-esteem
with that feel good religion?
G.I. Jesus giving us some
of that old-time nationalism?
Demythologized Jesus who didn’t
rise from the dead, but still can be
a savior, metaphorically speaking?
freeze dried Jesus, just add water?
Do I believe in Jesus Christ
Superstar, do you think you are
who they say you are? American
Dream, cul-de-sac, stock portfolio
suv and cell phone Jesus ? Do I believe
in Christ crucified? One holy Catholic
and apostolic church? Son of Man
come again to judge the living
and the dead and his kingdom
will have no end? Do I believe
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in post-modern Jesus
deconstructed, in accordance
with the scriptures? Social-Darwin
Jesus who leaves the weak
at the mercy of the strong?
Apocalypse Now and napalm
Jesus, flaming tongue and laser
guided missile eyes?
My own, personal Jesus?
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Certificate of Excommunication: Testing the Spirits since 1987!
Did I ever tell you about how I got kicked out of church? Not the Mennonite one—I never joined up
with them. That was my mom and dad. And some of my brother and sisters. I’m talking about the one I
started going to with some Brothers and Sisters from A.A.
Well anyway, they told me to get lost. Don’t come back. I didn’t do nothin’ but ask that preacher why he
skipped a whole verse when he was reading Scripture. At Wednesday night Bible study. I didn’t shout
him down from the pulpit on Sunday mornin’. But he asked me if I was going to repent. Can you believe
that? Said I challenged his spiritual authority in front of other believers. Grieved the Holy Spirit. But he
was willing to forgive. If I asked him.
They typed up a bunch of fancy words to try to get rid of me. And sent it to our house so they didn’t
have to look me in the face. Insubordinate. Sower of discord and disunity. Given over to a reprobate
mind. Whatever all that means. Look at this here. Signed by the preacher, his secretary, and all those
suck ups he called elders.
Abe Dyck is hereby removed from the membership rolls of the Assemblies of God Church, Seminole,
Texas, and may only return upon the review of his spiritual condition by this committee. At such time it
will be determined if he demonstrates a genuine spirit of submission and repentance.
I got it framed and put that verse at the bottom so I would remember who’s really the boss of me. Don’t
let no man act like he’s God over you. Test the spirits to see whether they are from God because many
false prophets have gone out into the world! First John 4:1. Hallelujah!
And you know what? Fifteen years later they felt bad and asked me if I wanted to come back. Guess
where I told them to stick that.
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What Reconciliation Takes (for Elden)
I don’t want to write
you a poem or a mystery
novel. I want to keep you
quiet, not out of shame,
but because I’m not sure
I want you here
on paper so people pluck
you from the records
I made. Is it redemptive,
this narrative I’m telling,
not about the woman you left,
but about you? I want to write
about her, instead, the holy,
single mother, cigarette raised
to her lips. I want to build her
an altar on Día de los Muertos, in line
with mujeres obreras who never spoke
English, but understood the same language
with their arms. I want to build her
out of a stroller, cracked handle
and broken wheels. I want her, Elizabeth
Taylor eyes, polished, baby-pink fingers,
burned, tossing butts into empty cans
of caffeine-free RC Cola, as we laugh,
resurrected. Through my teeth. I don’t want
to share her with you. The bullet
embedded in her arm before you left, a relic
shining under glass for a thousand years.
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We Have Gone Too Far: Self-Portrait with George Kroeker [from Calvin Wall Redekopp’s 1969
Ethnography The Old Colony Mennonites]
Your brother is as good as you
For he also has his burden of sorrow
In the same measure you do---George Kroeker
I.
We are told what to do
Even if it is unreasonable.

II.
Schluszgedict. Your end of day recitation.
Poetry inside the Old Colony. Schoolhouse.
Weak was our reading and also weak was our figuring, writing and singing.
Our worthy Bible, Catechism and primer and the Testament alone should be our books.
High learning and foreign languages have already caused much harm. Amen.
But you, George, wiekjlerig, learned enough. Probably too much.
Now you’re hoatlierig, hard of learning.
There is only one truth.
Je jeleata, je fekjata.
The more you learn, the more confused you are.
In reading the Old Colonists place more importance on form than meaning.
He has written and distributed many poems in the villages.
Old Colony Poet. An oxymoron.
Vot ast dot?
What is that?
Something that shouldn’t be.
But is at the same time.
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III.
Soon there
is judgment.

IV.
I don’t know what you’d make of me.
From the future or maybe the Deiwel.
An apparition of what happens after tractors get rubber tires.
A dred headed Engalander marries a dred headed Dietcha.
I have rings on my fingers and in my nose and ears.
But it’s alright; I’m a pacifist.
I don’t like makeup and I wear a lot of flowers.
Last winter I helped slaughter a pig.
And I eat gruyven on toast.
If you came to our house, I’d probably make you lasagna, stir-fry, or refried beans instead of vraneki.
If we came to your house, your wife and I would fill your glass, butter your bread and eat after the men.
Except, of course, George Kroeker lived apart from his wife.
Alone at the edge of the Darp. A bit peculiar.
Ostracized. A result of his deviant behavior.
Maybe. Now.
If I reached across the table you would extend the pitcher.
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V.
Obey what we have made
Or stand in shame tomorrow!

VI.
I don’t know what you’d make of us, Weltmenschen, the Jonathan Klassens of West Yandell Street in
the People’s Republic of Sunset Heights.
My husband, is not just any Dietcha, but an Alpha-sibling, the oldest of ten.
A rebellious one.
His grandfather’s blood—an Old Colony semi driver.
Excommunicated the same year your poems were published in Redekopp’s Appendix.
He’s the son of David, a respectable Seminole EMMC preacher who teaches the catechism and holds
marriage seminars once a year in the Mennonite colonies in Belize.
And visits undocumented Dietchas behind glass in El Paso.
But Jon smokes Pall Malls and drinks Pabst Blue Ribbon while listening to Howard Zinn.
Maybe someday he’ll be an ethnographer like Calvin Wall Redekopp.
But better.
Calvin translated your poems into English and didn’t publish the originals.
Translation by the author, with intention of retaining meaning over form.

VII.
We are now in such a time
That a man hears
Es Geht Zu Weit!”
“It is going too far!”
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VIII.
Jon says he’s forgotten his father’s mother tongue, though he laughs in all the right places while
watching the Twilight trailer on YouTube that some guy in Manitoba dubbed in Plautsdietsch.
And he still asks vot the shunt goen mat dot?
When his transcription software quits working.
Shouting, vol, sheetaree when he’s pissed off.
I tell him to stop because I’m afraid of what will come out of my mouth at Dietcha family gatherings.
Because Ekj woight nich Dietsch.
Well, at least not very much.
Except.
Ekj woa a Wal-Mart forn.
Schloop schein.
Zoot knocken and fazoopen.
Although, once I went to a Trajchmoaka and paid her five dollars.
To rub Wonder Oil on my back.
To crack my spine.
To straighten me out.

IX.
Yet where is it going?
Forward or backward?
That which was unknown earlier
Is forbidden out of hand.
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X.
Hoy, no hay mucho Dietsch fa’talen in El Paso.
Except for two Mennonite girls who skipped past us in Family Dollar.
Pom poms for the ride back to Cuauhtémoc flapping above their matching dresses.
While we crouched between toothpaste flavors, their mother frowned at two brands of American hand
soap.
Without looking up.

XI.
Must we always seek
our Salvation in the things
that will perish and will not
remain?

XII.
Once, we saw an Old Colony man at the bottom of Guadalupe Pass.
Pine Springs rest stop.
Halfway between El Paso and Seminole.
He hitched up his overalls and straightened his John Deere cap as he walked back toward his semi.
An end loader strapped to the back. Placas de Chihuahua.
Raising a work glove, he greeted us in the only language he thought we’d recognize.
Buenos días.
Smiling, he chuckled.
Silver tooth beaming in the sun.
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